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SUMMARY 

 
The need for active public fisheries management is well established. In practice, fisheries manage-
ment plans consist of a variety of different instruments. Central in these plans is, however, the har-
vesting strategy, i.e. how much of the resource is it optimal to catch during the period. A strategy is 
considered optimal if the rent (net benefit) from the fishery is maximized over the considered plan-
ning period. 
 
To put some light on this issue, fisheries models have to be developed which include both a bio-
logical and economic part. 
 
The aim of the project has been twofold: 1) to quantify the stochastic process producing this uncer-
tainty for certain important fish stocks and 2) to further develop a method for determining optimal 
harvest quotas within the framework of a multi-species model, and, by this, implement the model in 
practice for the purpose of performing a comparative study of the fisheries in three Nordic coun-
tries: Denmark, Iceland and Norway. The harvesting (total allowable catch) policies for the cod and 
capelin/herring fisheries in these countries are compared. Indicators for stock overexploitation and 
harvest overexploitation are developed. 
 
The basis for the model is the existence of a feedback model developed by Sandal and Steinshamn 
at NHH/SNF in Bergen. This model has both a deterministic and stochastic version, and it is the 
stochastic version that is given attention in this project. This model is unique in the sense that it is a 
feedback model with non-linear input functions. By a feedback model is meant that the optimal con-
trol (harvest) is a direct function of the state variable (stock) and is not found by forecasting. Fur-
ther, a method for quantifying stochastic processes has been used for the practical implementation 
of the model.  
 
It is this lack of implementation of the stochastic and the multi-species model to North-Atlantic 
fisheries that is the main motivation for this report. Uncertainty is obviously a key aspect of many 
of the North-Atlantic stocks both with respect to stock estimates and to the stock dynamics itself. 
We intend to concentrate on the economically most important ones, namely herring and cod in 
Denmark and capelin and cod in Iceland and Norway. The reason why we have chosen capelin in-
stead of herring is that the multi-species interaction is much stronger between these two species. 
Danish cod and herring can be found in the North Sea. Norwegian cod is the so-called Arcto-
Norwegian cod in the Barents Sea whereas Icelandic cod can be found in the ocean around Iceland. 
The Icelandic capelin is the stock off the coast of Iceland whereas the Norwegian capelin is the 
stock in the Barents Sea that is shared with Russia.  
 
The term “feedback policy” refers to more or less complex rules to determine optimal harvest quo-
tas given the present level of the fish stocks. The commonly used alternative to this approach is to 
find optimal time paths for harvest quotas; that is, to find optimal harvest as a function of time in-
stead of as function of the observed stocks. Such open loop policies (i.e. time paths) are of very lit-
tle use when we are faced with model uncertainties and other stochastic components. The proper 
way of dealing with economic and biological dynamic uncertainties is through some sort of feed-
back scheme policies. Feedback models take the prevailing fish stocks, whatever they may be, as 
inputs. Therefore, these models automatically respond to unexpected changes in the stocks. In this 
way they adapt to new situations as they unfold. 
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One of the main outcomes of the project has been the establishment of a stochastic feedback model 
where more appropriate indices of performance for comparing harvesting policies in the Nordic 
countries Denmark, Iceland and Norway is generated. 
 
Another important task will be the development towards a proper model incorporating multi-species 
considerations. It has been increasingly recognized that biological interactions between species 
plays an important role in optimal fisheries management. To include such interactions in a feedback 
model is a complex undertaking. This aspect does not only affect the comparison between the effi-
ciency of different fisheries policies, but it also contributes to our knowledge about how these fish 
stocks ought to be managed in the future. 
  
A commonly proposed fishery management objective, which we adopt here, is to maximise the flow 
of expected discounted net revenue from the fishery over time, subject to the constraint implied by 
fish stock dynamics. Net revenue is the total revenue from fish harvesting minus the operating 
costs. Operating costs are a decreasing function of fish biomass and are commonly believed to be an 
increasing function of harvest.  
 
In the project we have kept the quantities involved on a high level of aggregation. We have tried to 
keep the level of description as rough as possible keeping in mind that our objective is to provide a 
reliable tool for sustainable utilization of marine resources in the presence of a volatile environment 
both in the ecological, physical and economic sense. 
 
The result of the project is that although there are clear signs of both harvest and stock overexploita-
tion in all three countries, there were also significant differences. Thus, overexploitation of cod was 
found to be the least in Denmark but higher in Iceland and Norway. With respect to the herring 
fishery, however, it was the other way around and Denmark performed worst. A single-species sto-
chastic model with a stochastic term was also applied, but the effect of stochasticity was small in 
this kind of model. The conclusion was therefore that more advanced stochastic modelling would be 
required. 
 
The conclusions from the two-species models are somewhat opposite from what was found in the 
single-species case. The results from the single-species approach - which is an update of earlier 
work – show that the cod fishery in Iceland and Denmark should be closed and in Norway the har-
vest should be reduced by 2/3. For capelin/herring, the results are not biased. In the Danish case the 
harvest of herring could be increased somewhat. For capelin in Norway the actual harvest fluctuates 
around the optimal harvest level with tendency towards over harvesting, while for Iceland the actual 
harvest level is more or less in accordance with the optimal harvest level. The stock levels, on the 
other hand, are far below optimal. 
 
Adding stochasticity to the single species model does not change the results qualitatively. This can 
be explained by the way uncertainty is handled technical in the model. Current development on un-
certainty in fisheries management models shows that uncertainty may arise in different ways and 
therefore need to be handled more fundamentally. This is an area for future research. 
 
Allowing species interaction between cod and capelin/herring provides on the other hand new re-
sults and insight. In the Danish case the two species model implies a less conservative harvesting 
pattern for both species. In fact, the current harvest of herring could according to the result be dou-
bled. This is not an obvious result as the harvesting pattern in the two species model depends on 
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competitive relationship between the species which are endogenously determined in the model. 
However, there is a need to explore the biological interaction between cod and herring in more de-
tail. In the case of Iceland the predator-prey model implies more conservative harvesting pattern for 
both species, particularly the harvest of capelin should - compared to the single-species model and 
the actual harvest level – be reduced. Both for Denmark and Iceland the difference is significant and 
uniform over time. In the case of Norway, the predator-prey model implies a more complicated har-
vesting pattern, and the difference between the single-species and two-species model is not that sig-
nificant. Furthermore, it is not uniform over time either. On average, however, the two-species 
model implies a more conservative pattern. 
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SAMMENDRAG 

 
Behovet for aktiv fiskeriforvaltning er velkjent. I praksis består forvaltningen av en mengde for-
skjellige virkemidler. Et meget sentralt virkemiddel er høstingsstrategien, dvs. hvor mye det er opti-
malt å høste av ressursen over en viss tidsperiode. En strategi blir ansett som optimal hvis netto-
avkastningen fra fiskeriet i den perioden en ser på, blir maksimert. For å få til dette må en anvende 
modeller som tar hensyn til både biologien og økonomien på samme tid. 
 
Målet med dette prosjektet har vært todelt: 1) Å kvantifisere den stokastiske prosessen som produ-
serer usikkerhet og 2) å videreutvikle en metode for å bestemme optimal høsting innenfor ramme-
verket av en flerbestandsmodell for deretter å implementere modellen i praksis i den hensikt å 
sammenlikne fiskeripolitikken i de tre nordiske landene Danmark, Island og Norge. Høstingsstrate-
giene (total allowable catch = tac) for torsk og sild/lodde i de tre landene blir sammenliknet ved 
hjelp av indikatorer for fangst- og bestandsoverbeskatning. 
 
Utgangspunktet for den nye modellen er en eksisterende feedbackmodell utviklet ved NHH/SNF i 
Bergen av Sandal og Steinshamn. Denne modellen eksisterer både i en deterministisk og stokastisk 
versjon, og det er den stokastiske versjonen som vil bli videreutviklet i dette prosjektet. Modellen er 
unik i den betydning at det er en feedbackmodell med ikkelineære inputfunksjoner. Med feedback-
modell menes at den optimale kontrollen (høsting) bestemmes som en direkte funksjon av tilstanden 
(bestanden) i stedet for å bli bestemt ved hjelp av framskrivning som er det mest vanlige alterna-
tivet. Videre benytter vi en metode for kvantifisering av den stokastiske prosessen i forbindelse med 
den praktiske implementeringen av modellen. 
 
Den viktigste motivasjonen for dette arbeidet er at den stokastiske modellen og flerbestands-
modellen aldri har vært anvendt på nordatlantiske fiskerier før. Usikkerhet er et viktig kjennetegn 
for mange nordatlantiske bestander både med hensyn til bestandsestimering og med hensyn til selve 
populasjonsdynamikken. Vi vil konsentrere oss om de økonomisk viktigste bestandene, dvs. torsk 
og sild i Danmark og torsk og lodde i Island og Norge. For Island og Norge er flerbestands-
sammenhengen mye sterkere for torsk og lodde enn den er for torsk og sild. For Danmarks del 
snakker vi om bestandene av torsk og sild i Nordsjøen. For Norges del snakker vi om bestandene i 
Barentshavet, som er delt med Russland, og for Islands del om bestandene av torsk og lodde rundt 
Island. 
 
Uttrykket feedbackpolicy blir brukt om til dels kompliserte regler for å bestemme optimal høsting 
gitt den til enhver tid rådende bestand. Det vanligste alternativet til dette er å finne optimale tids-
baner for høstingen, som blir bestemt på forhånd som en funksjon av tiden i stedet for å ta hensyn til 
den faktiske bestanden. Slike såkalte open-loop løsninger (tidsbaner) er vanligvis av begrenset nytte 
når man står overfor ulike former for usikkerhet. Den beste måten å behandle økonomisk og bio-
logisk usikkerhet på er ved å bruke feedbackmodeller. Feedbackmodellene tar alltid hensyn til den 
faktiske bestanden hva den enn måtte være, og vil derfor automatisk ta hensyn til uventede endriner. 
På denne måten tilpasser modellen seg til nye situasjoner etter hvert som de oppstår. 
 
Et viktig resultat av dette prosjektet har vært å utvikle en stokastisk feedbackmodell med mer kor-
rekte indikatorer for å kunne sammenlikne høstingsstrategiene i Danmark, Island og Norge. En an-
nen viktig oppgave har vært å utvikle en flerbestandsmodell med det samme formålet. Det blir sta-
dig oftere lagt vekt på at biologiske interaksjon mellom bestandene spiller en viktig rolle for fiskeri-
forvaltningen. Å inkludere denne typen interaksjon i en feedbackmodell er et komplisert foretak. 
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Dette aspektet påvirker ikke bare sammenlikningen av fiskeripolitikken i forskjellige land, men det 
har også betydning for spørsmålet om hvordan bestandene bør forvaltes framover. 
 
Et vanlig mål med fiskeriforvaltningen, som vi også vil benytte her, er å maksimere forventet ned-
diskontert nettoinntekt fra fisket gitt at bestanden blir forvaltet på en bærekraftig måte. Nettoinntek-
ten blir definert som total bruttoinntekt minus driftskostnadene hvor driftskostnadene er en økende 
funksjon av fangsten og vanligvis en avtakende funksjon av bestanden. 
 
I dette prosjektet har vi bevisst holdt størrelsene på et høyt aggregeringsnivå ettersom målet er å 
fremskaffe et mest mulig pålitelig verktøy for bærekraftig forvaltning av bestander som er underlagt 
økologisk og fysisk så vel som økonomisk usikkerhet.  
 
Resultatet av prosjektet har vært at selv om der er klare tegn til både fangst- og bestandsoverbeskat-
ning i alle tre land, så er der også viktige forskjeller. For eksempel var resultatet fra enbestands-
modellen at overbeskatningen av torsk var minst i Danmark og høyere i Island og Norge. For sild 
var det omvendt, nemlig at Danmark hadde høyest overbeskatning. En enbestandsmodell med et 
stokastisk tilleggsledd ble også anvendt uten at dette endret resultatene nevneverdig. 
 
Konklusjonen fra tobestandsmodellen derimot avvek til dels kraftig fra enbestandstilnærmingen. 
Resultatet fra enbestandsmodelleringen, som er oppdatering av tidligere arbeid, viser at torskefisket 
i Island og Danmark bør lukkes og i Norge reduseres med to tredeler. Det danske sildefisket kan 
økes noe. For lodde ligger fangstnivåene både i Island og Norge rundt de optimale verdiene med en 
svak tendens til fangstoverbeskatning i Norge. Bestandsnivåene derimot er langt under de optimale. 
 
Å legge usikkerhet til enbestandsmodellen forandrer ikke resultatene kvalitativt. Dette kan dels for-
klares gjennom måten usikkerhet blir behandlet på i modellen. Det er mange måter usikkerhet kan 
oppstå på i denne typen modeller, og usikkerheten må derfor behandles mer fundamentalt for å 
oppnå pålitelige resultater. Dette utgjør imidlertid et tema for fremtidig forskning.  
 
Å tillate biologisk interaksjon mellom torsk og sild/lodde gir derimot ny og interessant innsikt. I det 
danske tilfellet gir tobestandstilnærmingen opphav til en mindre konservativ høstingsstrategi for 
begge arter (torsk og sild). Faktisk kunne høstingen av sild i henhold til disse resultatene vært dob-
let. Dette resultatet er ikke opplagt, men tyder på at det er mer lønnsomt å ha en lavere sildebestand 
siden den konkurrerer med torsken, og torsken er mest verdifull. Dette må imidlertid utforskes i mer 
detalj før man kan gå ut med tilrådinger.  
 
Den islandske rovdyr-bytte modellen gir opphav til mer konservativ høsting av begge arter (torsk og 
lodde). Spesielt fangsten av lodde bør reduseres sammenliknet både med enbestandsmodellen og 
med faktisk fangst. For Danmark og Island er disse resultatene signifikante og entydige over tid. 
 
I det norske tilfellet resulterer rovdyr-bytte modellen i et mer komplisert fangstmønster, og forskjel-
lene mellom enbestands- og tobestandsmodellen er ikke så signifikant. Resultatene er heller ikke 
entydige over tid, men den generelle tendensen er i retning av et mer konservativt fangstmønster.
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1. Introduction 

The need for an active public fisheries management is well established (Warming 1911 and Gordon 

1954). In practice, fisheries management plans consist of a variety of different instruments. Central 

in these plans is, however, the harvesting strategy, i.e. how much of the resource is it optimal to 

catch during the period. A strategy is considered optimal if the rent (net benefit) from the fishery is 

maximized over the considered planning period. 

 

To put some light on this issue, fisheries models have to be developed which include both a bio-

logical and economic part. 

 

The aim of the project has been twofold: 1) to quantify the stochastic process producing this uncer-

tainty for certain important fish stocks and 2) to further develop a method for determining optimal 

harvest quotas within the framework of a multi-species model, and, by this, implement the model in 

practice for the purpose of performing a comparative study of the fisheries in three Nordic coun-

tries. The harvesting (total allowable catch) policies for the cod and capelin/herring fisheries in Ice-

land, Norway and Denmark are compared. Indicators for stock overexploitation and harvest overex-

ploitation are developed. 

 

In the bioeconomic literature stochastic models are much less frequent than deterministic models. 

Some examples of bioeconomic models with explicit stochastic processes and stochastic optimisa-

tion are Conrad (1992), Milliman et al. (1992), Kaitala (1993), Senina et al (1999) and Watson and 

Sumner (1999). 

 

The basis for the models is the existence of a feedback model developed by Sandal and Steinshamn 

(1997a, 1997b, 2001a). This model has both a deterministic and stochastic version, and it is the sto-

chastic version that will be given attention in this project. This model is unique in the sense that it is 

a feedback model with non-linear input functions. By a feedback model is meant that the optimal 

control (harvest) is a direct function of the state variable (stock) and is not found by forecasting. 

Further, a method for quantifying stochastic processes has been developed by McDonald and San-

dal (1999) and this approach will be used for the practical implementation of the model.  
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The theoretical outline of the deterministic model has been described in Sandal and Steinshamn 

(1997a and 2001a). Results from practical implementation of the deterministic model have been re-

ported in e.g. Arnason et al. (2000). It is this lack of implementation of the model to North-Atlantic 

fisheries, among other things, that is the main motivation for this report. Uncertainty is obviously a 

key aspect of many of the North-Atlantic stocks both with respect to stock estimates and to the 

stock dynamics itself (Ulltang, 1996; Nandram et al., 1997; Charles, 1998; Myers and Mertz, 1998; 

Sandberg et al., 1998; Rose et al. 2000). We intend to concentrate on the economically most impor-

tant ones, namely herring and cod in Denmark, like in the previous project, and capelin and cod in 

Iceland and Norway. The reason why we have chosen capelin instead of herring is that the multi-

species interaction is much stronger between these two species. Danish cod and herring can be 

found in the North Sea. Norwegian cod is the so-called Arcto-Norwegian cod in the Barents Sea 

whereas Icelandic cod can be found in the ocean around Iceland. The Icelandic capelin is the stock 

off the coast of Iceland whereas the Norwegian capelin is the stock in the Barents Sea that is shared 

with Russia.  

 

The term “feedback policy” refers to more or less complex rules to determine optimal harvest quo-

tas given the present level of the fish stocks. The commonly used alternative to this approach is to 

find optimal time paths for harvest quotas; that is, to find optimal harvest as a function of time in-

stead of as function of the observed stocks. Such open loop policies (i.e. time paths) are of very lit-

tle use when we are faced with model uncertainties and other stochastic components. The proper 

way of dealing with economic and biological dynamic uncertainties is through some sort of feed-

back scheme policies. Feedback models take the prevailing fish stocks, whatever they may be, as 

inputs. Therefore, these models automatically respond to unexpected changes in the stocks. In this 

way they adapt to new situations as they unfold. 

 

One of the main outcomes of the project has been the establishment of a stochastic feedback model 

where more appropriate indices of performance for comparing harvesting policies in the Nordic 

countries Denmark, Iceland and Norway is generated. 

 

Another important task will be the development towards a proper model incorporating multi-species 

considerations. It has been increasingly recognized that biological interactions between species 

plays an important role in optimal fisheries management. To include such interactions in a feedback 
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model is a complex undertaking, but we know that it is numerically tractable. Completing this task 

will not only affect the comparison between the efficiency of different fisheries policies, but it will 

also contribute to our knowledge about how these fish stocks ought to be managed in the future. 

  

A commonly proposed fishery management objective, which we adopt here, is to maximise the flow 

of expected discounted net revenue from the fishery over time, subject to the constraint implied by 

fish stock dynamics. Net revenue is the total revenue from fish harvesting minus the operating 

costs. Operating costs are a decreasing function of fish biomass and are commonly believed to be an 

increasing function of harvest.  

 

In the project we have kept the quantities involved on a high level of aggregation. We have tried to 

keep the level of description as rough as possible keeping in mind that our objective is to provide a 

reliable tool for sustainable utilization of marine resources in the presence of a volatile environment 

both in the ecological, physical and economic sense. 

 

The result of the project is that although there are clear signs of both harvest and stock overexploita-

tion in all three countries, there were also significant differences. Thus, overexploitation of cod was 

found to be the least in Denmark but higher in Iceland and Norway. With respect to the herring 

fishery, however, it was the other way around and Denmark performed worst. A single-species sto-

chastic model with a stochastic term was also applied, but the effect of stochasticity was small in 

this kind of model. The conclusion was therefore that more advanced stochastic modelling would be 

required. 

 

The conclusions from the two-species models instead of single-species models are somewhat oppo-

site from what had been found in the single-species case. There were, in fact, signs of under-

exploitation of herring in Denmark when a competition model for cod and herring was applied. 

 

2. The Single Species and Deterministic Feedback Model: An Update 

The purpose of this section is to update the results in Arnason et. al. (2000) where the cod and her-

ring policies of Denmark, Iceland and Norway is evaluated using the basic deterministic single-

species model Sandal and Steinshamn (1997a). 
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In order to calculate the optimal feedback rule for each country it is necessary to estimate the corre-

sponding biological growth and economic profit functions. 

 

The objective is to discover the time path of harvest that maximises the following functional: 

∫
∞

− Π
0

),( dtxhe tδ

 (1) 

subject to 

 

*
0 )(lim,)0(),,( xtxxxhxfx

t
===

∞→
&

 

where x represents the fish stock biomass, h the flow of harvest, Π net revenues and f(.,.) is a func-

tion representing biomass growth. Dots on tops of variables are used to denote time derivatives, and 

δ is the discount rate. x0 represents the initial biomass and x* some positive (equilibrium) biomass 

level to which the optimal program is supposed to converge.1 

 

In appendix 4 is the theoretical model is develop in more detail. The basic functions to estimate are 

the biomass growth functions and the profit functions. 

2.1. Cod fisheries 

Biological growth functions 

The basic function to estimate is the aggregate growth function g(x). It is assumed that the instanta-

neous change in stock biomass equals natural growth less harvest: 

hxghxf
dt

dx
−=≡ )(),(  

It is not possible to estimate g(x) directly, because the available data is in discrete time. Conse-

quently, we employ the approximation: 

,)( 1 hxxxg tt +−= +  

                                                 

1  Indeed, the last constraint in (1), which can be derived as a transversality condition, may be regarded as the re-
quirement of fishery sustainability.  
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where the subscript t refers to years, xt refers to biomass at the beginning of each year and ht the 

harvest during the period [t, t+1]. 

 

Different forms based on the logistic function were tried and in table 2.1 the results of the estima-

tions are shown. 

 

Table 2.1. Parameter values and statistical properties of the biological growth functions. 

Cod. Growth is measured in 1000 tons 

 Function Parameters  t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n = 40) 








 −
K

x
rx 1  

r = 0.603 

K = 1,433 

4.53 

-2.421 
R2 = 0.12 
F = 5.20 

Iceland 

(n = 26) 








 −
K

x
rx 1  

r = 0.6699 

K = 1,988 

8.55 

-2.93 
R2=0.26 

F = 8.6 
Norway 

(n = 26) 








 −
K

x
rx 12  

r = 0.000665 

K = 2,473 

12.64 

25.28 
R2 = 0.54 
F = 30.83 

Note: r is the intrinsic growth rate and K is the carrying capacity of the stock 
1 the t-statistics refers to the parameter b in the estimated equation g = aX+bX2 

Economic profit functions 

The generic profit function employed in the empirical model is: 

π(h, x) = p(h)h – C(x, h). 

where p(h) represents the (inverse) demand function for landed cod, and c(h,x) is the cost function 

associated with the harvest process. In the profit function the two functions are estimated separately. 

 

Several forms for the demand functions were estimated for the three countries. The form adopted 

was: 

P(h) = a – bh 

where h represents landings of cod and a and b are coefficients. 
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The results of the estimations are shown in table 2.2. 

 
Table 2.2. Parameter values and statistical properties of the demand functions. Cod. 

 Prices are measured in NOK/kg 

 Function  
 

Parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n=23) 

bhahp −=)(  a = 18.66 

b = 0.006344 

15.19 

-2.57 

R2 = 0.7385 

F = 53.644 

Iceland 

(n=24) 

bhahp −=)(  a = 20.96 

b = 0.0426 

5.46 

-2.45 

R2 = 0.096 

F = 6.02 

Norway 

(n = 11) 

bhahp −=)(  a = 12.65 

b = 0.00839 

9.7 

3.94 

R2 = 0.59 

F = 15.6 

 

For the harvesting cost function the following functional form was adopted for all three countries: 

x

h
xhC

β

α=),(    

where α and β is parameters. The dependent variable, i.e. costs, is defined as total costs less depre-

ciation and interest payments. This may be regarded as an approximation to total variable costs. The 

two step procedure is applied. First the parameter β is found, where the likelihood is highest. This 

parameter is then exogenous given in the second step where α is estimated. The results are shown in 

Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Parameter values and statistical properties of the cost functions. Cod. Costs are 

measured in million NOK. 

 Function parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n=10) 
x

h
xhC

069.1

),( α=  
α = 3886.426 16.32 

 

R2 = 0.7952 

Iceland 

(n=152) 
x

h
xhC

1.1

),( α=  
α = 5363.179 6.45 R2 = 0.43 

Norway 

(n = 8) 
x

h
xhC

1.1

),( α=  
α = 5848.1  44.7 R2 = 0.95 

 

 

 

2.2. Capelin and Herring 

The three functions for Capelin and Herring are shown in Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 

 

Table 2.4. Parameter values and statistical properties of the biological growth functions. 

Capelin/ Herring. Growth is measured in 1000 tons. 

 Function parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n = 45) 








 −
K

x
rx 1  

r = 0.5442 

K = 4,896 

4.252 

-3.6631 

R2 = 0.1903 

F = 9.8696 

Iceland 

(n = 26) 








 −
K

x
rx 1  

r = 1.1008 

K = 3669 

6.325 

-3.848 

R2=0.26 

F = 14.8 

Norway 

(n = 27) 








 −
K

x
rx 12  

r = 0.00021781 

K = 8,293 

5.51 

18.22 

R2 = 0.62 

F = 44.31 

1 The t-statistic is related to the b parameter in the estimated function g = aX + bX2 
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Table 2.5. Parameter values and statistical properties of the demand functions. Cap-

elin/Herring. Prices are measured in NOK/kg. 

 Function parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n=24) 

bhahp −=)(  a = 4.0104 

b = 0.0007511 

15.93 

-10.70 

R2 = 0.7557 

F = 61.8823 

Iceland 

(n=12) 

bhahp −=)(  a = 1.211 

b = 0.0001 

14.83 

-2.58 

R2 = 0.14 

F = 5.43 

Norway 

(n = 5) 

1)( =hp    
 

 

 

Table 2.6. Parameter values and statistical properties of the cost functions. Capelin/herring.  

 Costs are measured in million NOK 

 Function parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n=10) 

33.1),( hxhC α=  α = 0.02198 15.4 

 

R2 = 0.6964 

Iceland 

(n=219) 

2),( hxhC α=  α =0.000175 5.042 R2 = 0.209 

F = 33.35 

Norway 

(n = 5) 

4.1),( hxhC α=  α = 0.07  32.12 R2 = 0.98 

 

 

 

3. Two species Feedback models 

In this case biological interactions are taken into account. For Norway and Iceland the interaction 

between cod and capelin is modeled while for Denmark the interaction between Cod and Herring is 

modeled. 
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In general, the biological interdependent growth functions are: 

y

x

hyxgy

hyxfx

−=

−=

),(

),(
.

.

 

 

The functional form used is: 

xycybyayxg

xycxbxayxf

222

111

),(

),(

++=

++=
λσ

βα

 

Where a1, a2, b1, b2, c1 and c2 are the parameters to be estimated and α, β, σ and λ are fixed coeffi-

cients. The results for each country are shown in table 3.1. - y is in all cases cod, while x is capelin 

for Norway and Iceland and herring in the case of Denmark. 
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Table 3.1. Parameter values and statistical properties of the multispecies biological func-

tions. Growth is measured in 1000 tons. 

 Function Parameters t-statistic  

Denmark 

(n=40) 

xycybyayxg

xycxbxayxf

2
2

22

1
2

11

),(

),(

++=

++=

 

a1 = 0.4351 

b1 = -6.476E-5 

c1 = -7.379E-5 

 

a2 = 0.7007 

b2 = -0.0004745 

c2 = -2.902E-5 

4.772 

-3.339 

-0.7857 

 

4.116 

-2.577 

-0.9402 

R2 = 0.14 

 

 

 

R2 = 0.21 

 

Iceland 

(n=152) 

xycybyayxg

xycxbxayxf

2
2

22

1
2

11

),(

),(

++=

++=

 

a1 = 1.4734 

b1 = -0.0004 

c1 = -0.0004 

 

a2 = 0.3518 

b2 = -0.0002 

c2 = 0.0001 

5.6834 

-4.6187 

-1.8102 

 

2.9267 

-2.1237 

3.1298 

R2 = 0.40 

 

 

 

R2 = 0.42 

 

 

Norway 

(n = 30) 

xycybyayxg

xycxbxayxf

2
4

2
2

2

1
3

1
2

1

),(

),(

++=

++=

 

a1 = 0.0018 

b1 = -1.19E-8 

c1 = -0.00021 

 

a2 = 0.00022 

b2 = -3.49E-11 

c2 = 1.82E-5 

4.9 

-3.1 

-3.4 

 

8.4 

-4.2 

2.6 

R2 = 0.59 

 

 

 

R2 = 0.50 

 

 

It is assumed that there are no economic interactions and no interactions on the markets for fish, 

meaning that the profit for cod and capelin/herring fisheries can be added together, i.e. no need to 

estimate new demand and cost functions: 

 

π(hx, x, hy, y) = p(hx) hx  – C(x, hx) + p(hy) hy  – C(y, hy) 
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4. Steady state stocks with and without harvesting 

In this section we report the steady state stocks with and without harvesting in the deterministic 

model. The steady state stock shows the optimal long run equilibrium of the fishery in terms of size 

of harvest and of stock biomass. 

Steady state stocks with Harvesting 

We report the steady state stock and harvest figures for all species in all countries. 

 

Denmark 

                        Stock (1000 tons)                        Harvest (1000 tons) 

 Cod Herring Cod Herring 

Single-species 862 2,222 207 660 

Multi-species 842 1,329 221 381 

 

In the Danish competition model, two-species management implies lower standing stocks of both 

species, a bit higher cod harvest and significantly reduced herring harvest. 

 

Iceland 

                        Stock (1000 tons)                        Harvest (1000 tons) 

 Cod Capelin Cod Capelin 

Single-species 1,229 1,751 314 1,007 

Multi-species 1,445 2,238 414 0 

 

It is interesting to note that in the Icelandic predator-prey model the standing stocks of both species 

should be higher with two-dimensional modelling. The cod harvest is increased bu more that 30 

percent whereas the capelin is not harvested at all in steady state. The surplus production of the cap-

elin stock is entirely left in the ocean to feed the cod. This is in sharp contrast to the result from the 

single-species model. 
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Norway 

                        Stock (1000 tons)                        Harvest (1000 tons) 

 Cod Capelin Cod Capelin 

Single-species 2,172 7,960 381 554 

Multi-species 2,903 8,955 488 429 

 

Also in the Norwegian predator-prey model the standing stocks of both species are higher. The har-

vest is increased for the predator, cod, and decreased for the prey, capelin, as part of the capelin 

surplus production is better used as feed for the cod. 

Steady state stocks without harvesting 

This is the two-dimensional equivalents of the carrying capacities. As the equations are highly non-

linear, there are more than solutions for each country. Here the solutions with non-negative stock 

levels are reported. 

 

Denmark 

                        Stock (1000 tons) 

 Cod Herring 

Single-species 1,433 4,984 

Multi-species 1477 0 

        “ 0 6,719 

        “ 1,146 5,413 

 

The first row shows the carrying capacities with the single species approach. The next two rows 

show the corresponding carrying capacities from the two species competition model when one the 

species has been eradicated. For cod it is seen that these two figures are fairly similar, it is only 

slightly higher when the competition from the herring has been eliminated. The herring stock, on 

the other hand, is significantly higher (35 percent) when the competition from the cod has been 

eliminated. Finally, the last row shows the case when both stocks are present and there is competi-

tion. As expected these are lower than when one stock is removed. For herring, however, it is higher 

than the carrying capacity in the single-species case. 
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Iceland 

                        Stock (1000 tons) 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 1,988 3,669 

Multi-species 1,759 0 

        “ 0 3,684 

        “ 2,400 1,283 

 

In the Icelandic case we have the same number of solutions as for Denmark, but the two-species ap-

proach is now based on a predator-prey model. For the cod this implies that the steady state without 

harvesting is lowest with the two-species model without the capelin to feed on and highest when 

there is an unharvested stock of capelin to feed on. For the capelin it is exactly the opposite, it high-

est when the predation pressure from the cod has been removed and lowest when there is an unhar-

vested stock of cod. The single-species carrying capacities lay in between for both species. 

 

Norway 

                        Stock (1000 tons) 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 2,473 8,293 

Multi-species 2912 0 

        “ 0 15,126 

        “ 3,078 5,866 

        “ 3,153 8,814 

 

The Norwegian case is a bit different as there is one more steady state to analyse. The steady state 

with the lowest stock levels is, however, only semi-stable and can therefore be ignored for practical 

purposes. It is the one with the highest stock levels (bottom row) that would eventually come into 

existence if both stocks were left unharvested for a long time. This case yields the highest cod stock 

whereas the capelin stock could be much higher if the predator, the cod, was removed. Notice, how-

ever, that both stocks are higher with the two species approach than with the single-species ap-

proach in the non-trivial stable steady state. 
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5. Evaluation of fishery policies 

Having completed the construction of our simple fisheries model we are now in a position to assess 

the relative efficiency of the cod harvesting policies followed by the three countries in the past. For 

this purpose we employ two main criteria; (i) the "economic health" of the cod stock measuring by 

the degree of stock overexploitation and (ii) the "appropriateness" of the annual harvest where while 

the degree of overharvesting is measured. The former is measured by the actual stock size relative 

the optimal steady state level. The latter is measured by the actual annual harvest relative to the op-

timal one.  

Comparative Stock evaluation 

Here we look at the parameter η which measures the degree of stock overexploitation. This parame-

ter is defined as  

∑
∑∑∑ ∗

=== ∗ x

x

x

x

nn

t
act

t

t
act

t
t

11
ηη  

where t
actx  is the actual stock in period t and *x  is the optimal long-term steady state stock. Note 

that 1<η  represents stock overexploitation whereas 1>η  represents underexploitation. 

 
Denmark 

 Cod Herring 

Single-species 0.59 1.12 

Multi-species 0.61 1.88 

 
This confirms the result from the harvest evaluation that Danish herring is underexploited both in 

the single-species and the multi-species model whereas Danish cod is overexploited. Due to the 

competition aspect of this model, the optimal stock level is lower for both species when the multi-

species approach is being used, and this makes η  larger. 
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Figure 5.1. Stock overexploitation of cod over time  

Stock overexploitation of Danish cod over time
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Figure 5.2. Stock overexploitation of herring over time  

Stock overexploitation of Dansih herring over time
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Iceland 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 0.53 1.22 

Multi-species 0.43 0.88 

 
The Icelandic cod stock is overexploited both in the single-species and the multi-species model. 

And also the stock-exploitation parameter indicates higher overexploitation with the two-species 

approach. The capelin stock, on the other hand, seems to be underexploited in the single-species 

model but overexploited in the multi-species model. This is also in line with the result from the har-

vest overexploitation parameter. In other words, the two-species approach calls for a more conser-

vative exploitation pattern of both species when the two-species approach is applied. 

 

Figure 5.3. Stock overexploitation of cod over time  

Stock overexploitation of Icelandic cod over time
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Figure 5.4. Stock overexploitation of capelin over time 

Stock overexploitation of Icelandic capelin over time
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Norway 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 0.61 0.35 

Multi-species 0.46 0.31 

 

Both the Norwegian cod stock and the capelin stock is severely overexploited both in the single- 

and multi-species model. Capelin is more overexploited than cod, and the degree of overexploita-

tion is higher in the multispecies model than in the single-species as the optimal stock level for both 

species is higher in the multi-species model. 
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Figure 5.5. Stock overexploitation of cod over time 

Stock overexploitation of Norwegian cod over time
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Figure 5.6. Stock overexploitation of capelin over time  

Stock overexploitation for Norwegian capelin
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Comparative harvest evaluation 

Here we look at the parameter φ which is supposed to measure the degree of overharvesting. This 

parameter is defined as  

∑
∑=

opt

act

h

h
ϕ  

where acth  is the actual harvest and opth  is the optimal harvest. Note that 1>ϕ  represents overhar-

vesting whereas 1<ϕ  represents underharvesting. 

 

Denmark 

 Cod Herring 

Single-species 4.15 0.89 

Multi-species 3.80 0.62 

 

It is interesting to note that Danish herring seems to be underexploited both in the single-species 

and the multi-species model. Optimal harvest is higher for both species when the multi-species ap-

proach is being used, and this makes φ smaller. This is probably an implication of the competition 

between the species. 

Iceland 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 11.80 0.83 

Multi-species 16.24 4.79 

 

Notice that there is a very high degree of overexploitation of cod in Iceland. The value of φ is 

higher with the single-species approach than with the two-species approach. The reason for this is 

that the optimal standing stock is higher with the two-species approach, and it is therefore necessary 

to reduce the harvest pressure in order to let the stock build up to this level.  

 
It is interesting to note that φ for capelin is not only larger with the two-species approach meaning 

that optimal harvest is smaller, but the indicator goes from indicating harvest underexploitation to 

harvest overexploitation when the two-species approach is applied. The reason for this is that cap-

elin has an alternative use as food for the cod with this approach. Hence the standing stocks of both 
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species are higher with the two-species approach. The two-species approach implies, in other words 

a more conservative optimal management regime not only for capelin but for cod as well. 

 

Norway 

 Cod Capelin 

Single-species 3.42 2.24 

Multi-species 3.56 3.71 

 

Also in the Norwegian case it is seen that the difference between the single-species and the multi-

species approach is not very large for cod. And, as in the case of Iceland, φ for capelin is larger with 

the multi-species approach for the same reason.  

 

6. Discussion about the results 

One of the purposes of using different models is to get information about the relative merits of the 

models and on whether more complicated models yield better results. Therefore, the results from 

the deterministic single and multispecies models and from the stochastic single species model are 

compared country by country. 

6.1. Discussion about the Norwegian results 

Cod: results from the single and multi-species models 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the optimal feedback curves for cod based both on deterministic and stochastic 

modelling together with the surplus growth curve and actual harvest. The upper red curve represents 

static optimization that is maximizing net revenue at each point in time given the present stock level 

without considering the future. This is the optimal policy for a sole owner who is completely my-

opic, also called open access equilibrium. The other optimal feedback curves are all calculated with 

five percent discounting and different levels of stochasticity. The upper one (black) is the optimal 

deterministic policy, whereas the other two are calculated for yy 1.0)( =σ  and yy 5.0)( =σ , re-

spectively. The latter one represents the case of a fairly high degree of stochasticity. Nevertheless, it 

is seen that these curves stay so close together that they for practical purposes can be regarded as a 

single curve. The conclusion therefore is that stochasticity does not affect the optimal policy as long 

as we use reasonable levels of stochasticity. Note also that the actual harvest is far above the opti-

mal harvest and is probably the result of a policy aiming at maximum sustainable yield. 
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Figure 6.1. Norwegian single-species model for cod. Harvest and growth is 1000 tons. 

 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the same results and the same pattern in time space. The upper red curve 

represents actual harvest whereas the optimal feedback curves with five percent discounting and 

various degrees of stochasticity again are clustered together and these are hard to distinguish from 

the deterministic optimum. It is interesting to note, however, that the actual harvest sometimes is 

lagged compared with the optimal harvest. This indicates that if the optimization model had been 

used, the necessary changes in policy would have taken place earlier and this might have stabilized 

the stock. The thick green curve, representing myopic optimization, lies a bit above the rest, and the 

thick blue curve represents the optimal cod policy when two-species interaction with capelin is 

taken into account. Optimal harvest based on multi-species modelling also shows the same pattern 

except in the late 90s and early 2000s. Here some extra harvest of cod is necessary in order to save 

the capelin. This will be further discussed in the next paragraph.  
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Figure 6.2. Actual harvest and optimal harvest of cod from different modeling approaches  

 (1000 tons). 

 

The optimal cod policy in a multi-species perspective is further visualized in Figure 6.3. Here we 

can see the optimal harvest of cod for various combinations of the cod- and capelin stock. Notice 

that in most part of this three-dimensional diagram the harvest of cod is virtually unaffected by the 

capelin stock; it is more or less the two-dimensional curve projected into three dimensions. How-

ever, for a certain combination of cod- and capelin stocks, a peak emerges in the diagram indicating 

that the cod harvest ought to much higher in this particular area. The reason for this is that the addi-

tion of a multi-species interaction term in the growth equation for capelin induces critical depensa-

tion. Critical depensation means that there is a lower critical biomass below which the capelin stock 

will go extinct even without harvesting. By putting extra effort into cod harvesting in this case, the 

area of critical depensation will be reduced and extinction may be avoided. It is only for a relatively 

small area of combinations of the cod and capelin stock that this extended effort is in effect. The 

smaller the capelin stock, the smaller the cod stock will be where extended effort is needed. 
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Figure 6.3. Optimal Norwegian 2d feedback policy for cod (1000 tons) 

 

 

Capelin: results from the single and multi-species models 

Figure 6.4 illustrates optimal feedback curves for capelin harvest based on a single-species model 

with various degrees of stochasticity, namely xx 1.0)( =σ  and xx 5.0)( =σ . The surplus growth 

function and actual historical harvest are also depicted in this figure. All the optimal harvest paths 

are calculated with five percent discounting. As the revenue function is independent of the stock, 

the static optimum (bliss) is constant in this diagram. For larger stock levels, all optimal paths ap-

proach the static optimum. In particular, this can be seen for stock sizes above the msy-stock size. 

For stock levels below one million tons all paths indicate harvest moratorium. The difference be-

tween the paths occurs between one million tons and the msy stock which is 5.5 million tons. In the 

deterministic case harvest increases sharply from the moratorium level and coincide with the static 

bliss very early whereas in the case with highest stochasticity harvest is more conservative and ap-

proach the static level only gradually.  
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Figure 6.4. Norwegian single-species feedback model for capelin (1000 tons) 

 

 

 

The time paths for the same levels of stochasticity together with the optimal path based on multi-

species modelling are illustrated in Figure 6.5. Actual harvest is also shown in this figure and is 

seen to be high above the optimal for long periods. The single-species stochastic paths seem to stick 

fairly close together with the highest degree of stochasticity implying the most conservative harvest 

as expected. The optimal path based on multi-species modelling is a bit different. For most of the 

time this path is more conservative than the single-species paths except in a few periods when the 

single-species model suggests harvest moratorium. 
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Figure 6.5. Actual versus optimal harvest. Different models of Norwegian capelin. (1000 tons) 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 shows the optimal capelin harvest in the two-dimensional cod- and capelin-stock space. 

For very small cod levels the optimal harvest plane for capelin is similar to the single-species path, 

namely a steep rise from the moratorium to the static bliss level. For larger cod stock levels a quite 

interesting patterns emerges. This pattern consists of considerable harvest for low capelin stocks, 

then a moratorium over a certain range and then a gradual approach to the static optimum for higher 

stock levels. It is in particular the high harvest at low stock levels that is intriguing because it seems 

somewhat counterintuitive. The reason why it should be so is that the presence of the cod stock in 

this model induces critical dispensation. In other words, there is a lower critical biomass of capelin 

below which the stock inevitably goes extinct even without harvesting, and it is therefore no reason 

to restrict harvesting in this area. But, as we saw in Figure 3, it is possible to reduce this area by in-

creasing the cod harvest. 
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Figure 6.6. Optimal deterministic Norwegian capelin. Harvest = 1000 tons. 

 

Discussion about actual harvest 

Actual harvest of cod compared to the optimal harvest from the two-dimensional model has been 

higher for the total period we are looking at, see Figure 6.7. Particularly in the period before 1990, 

when the two-dimensional model for a large part advocated harvest moratorium, the actual harvest 

was high. For a few years in the early 90s, especially 1991 – 1993 the difference between actual and 

optimal was reasonable although there was a difference. In these years Norwegian managers 

bragged about being world champions in cod management, and the biomass increased. Unfortu-

nately, from the mid-90s Norwegian managers reverted to the old pattern of overexploitation and it 

seems that this still is going on. 

 

The actual harvest of capelin has switched from high harvest to periods with harvest moratorium, 

see Figure 6.8. The two-dimensional model, on the other hand, has advocated a more even harvest 

pattern over the period varying between zero and 500,000 tons. If the optimal pattern had been fol-
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lowed the upper harvest could have been even higher. It is interesting to note that the periods with 

actual harvest moratorium has not been the same as the periods suggested by the model. As late as 

2004 there was an actual moratorium whereas the model suggested a harvest of some 220,000 tons. 

In 2001, on the other hand, the model suggested moratorium whereas actual harvest was close to 

570,000 tons. In periods actual and optimal harvest has in fact been a bit countercyclical, revealing 

that there has been no sign of multi-species considerations in the actual management; at least not of 

the kind suggested here. 

 

Figure 6.7. Actual harvest of cod compared to optimal harvest based on the two-species 

model 
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Figure 6.8. Actual harvest of Capelin compared to optimal harvest based on two-species 

model 
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6.2. Discussion about the Icelandic results 

The Icelandic study dealt with two species, cod and capelin. Cod, it is well known, preys on capelin, 

which constitutes an important part of the cod’s diet (Jakobsson and Stefansson 1998, Marine Re-

search Institute 2006). Estimates of the biomass growth functions, reported in some detail in the 

Appendix, resulted in the following equations: 

 

(1) 20.3518 0.0002 0.0001y y y y x= ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅& , 

(2) 21.4734 0.0004 0.0004x x x x y= ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅& , 

 

where y represents the biomass of cod and x that of capelin.  

 

Both stock interaction parameters exhibit the expected sign. The one for the impact of capelin on 

cod proved strongly significant (t-statistic = 3.1). The one describing the impact of cod on capelin 

was just barely significant (t-statistic = 1.8). The impact of capelin on cod can be very substantial in 

terms of the cod’s biomass growth. Thus, at its average size (during the sample period) the capelin 

stock this term adds about 0.17 or almost 50% to the intrinsic growth rate of the cod. This increases 

the virgin stock equilibrium and the maximum sustainable yield of cod very substantially compared 
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to the situation where there is no capelin. The negative impact of cod on the biomass growth of cap-

elin appears less. At its average size (during the sample period) the cod stock reduces the intrinsic 

growth rate of capelin by 0.28 or about 19% compared to the situation where there is no cod. 

 

The following figures provide sustainable yield diagrams for cod and capelin. Three diagrams are 

given for each species corresponding to three stock sizes of the other species. More precisely, these 

three sustainable yield diagrams correspond to (i) the maximum stock size and (ii) the average stock 

size of the other species during the data period and (iii) zero stock size of the other species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following figure provides aggregate sustainable yield contour diagrams (equiyield diagrams) 

for the two species in biomass space. More precisely, these diagrams draw contours for the func-

tion: 

10 10cod capelinh h y x⋅ + = ⋅ +& &
, (3) 

where y&  and x&  are as defined in equations (1) and (2). The multiplication by the factor 10 is to reflect 

the great difference in the unit value of cod vs. that of capelin. In the first diagram, no species interac-

tions are assumed. In the second the estimated interactions (equations (1) and (2) above) are adopted. 

Figure 6.9 
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A glance at the diagrams in figures 6.11 and 6.12 shows that estimated species interactions has a 

substantial effect on the sustainable yields and therefore, presumably, the optimal harvesting paths 

of the two species. In other words, it would entail significant errors to separately manage the cod 

and capelin stocks, if the true interactions are as in equations (1) and (2) and depicted in Figures 

6.10 and 6.12.  

 

Given the above specifications, i.e. equations (1) and (2) and the stochastic specifications in a pre-

vious chapter, profit maximizing feed-back harvesting paths for cod and capelin have been worked 

out. Let us first look at the species singly, i.e. without the species interactions.  

Optimal harvesting policies: No species interactions 

Cod 

The following Figure 6.13 illustrates the optimal feed-back paths for cod for varying volatility pa-

rameters, σ. Feed-back policies for the following three volatility parameters have been calculated: 

 

σ=0, i.e. the nonstochastic case 

σ=0.1·y 

σ=0.5·y, 

 

where, as before, y represents the biomass of the cod stock. For comparison purposes we also draw 

in Figure 6.13, the zero marginal profit schedule which corresponds to unmanaged fishing (referred 

to as ‘static optimal’ in the diagram) and the actually observed harvest biomass co-ordinates. Note 

Figure 6.11 

Yield contour diagram: No species 

interctions 

 

Figure 6.12 

Yield contour diagram: Species in-

terctions 
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that these have occurred over a period of over 20 years and therefore apply partially to a different 

technology and prices. 

 

Figure 6.13. Cod: Optimal feed-back harvesting. No species interactions. Harvest = 1000 tons. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following observations are readily made: 

 

• All the optimal feed back paths are very conservative compared to open access fishing (and 

the experience). Harvesting should cease completely for a cod stock below 700.000 metric 

tonne, ― a stock larger than in most years in the data set. The optimal sustainable equilib-

rium occurs at a biomass level of just over 1200.000 metric tonne and harvest rate of some 

300.000 metric tonne. 

• There is little difference between the optimal paths for different stochastic specification if 

the biomass level is relatively low. However, at large stock sizes, the difference between the 

paths becomes substantial. This is no doubt a consequence of the volatility parameter being 

proportional to the stock size.  

• At comparatively very low levels of biomass, between 700.000 and 1000.000 metric tonne, 

say, there are signs that higher volatility (greater biomass growth uncertainty) leads to more 

conservative harvesting. This effect, however, reverses itself at higher stock levels. Again, 
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this appears intuitive. Due to the mean reverting nature of the stochastic biomass growth 

process, there is a much greater chance of a negative stock movement when the stock is 

large, so it is a good idea to reduce the uncertainty. At low stock levels this argument is sim-

ply reversed.  

• None of the actual biomass-harvest co-ordinates are anywhere close to what is found to be 

dynamically optimal. The all represent hugely excessive harvesting at the existing biomass 

levels. 

• Interestingly, according to the ‘static optimal’ curve, the fishery might be profitable down to 

biomass level of some 300.000 mt less than a quarter of the optimal sustainable biomass 

level.  

 
In Figure 6.14, we draw the optimal feed back harvesting programs according to the actual biomass 

levels each year since 1975 and compare this with the actual harvest. Two optimal paths for no un-

certainty (σ=0) are drawn. One is the single species optimal, labeled ‘1d-feedback’. The other takes 

species interactions into account, labeled ‘2d-optimal’. As evident from the diagram, the optimal 

harvest has almost always been zero in this period and every year the actual harvest has been 

greatly excessive.  

 

Figure 6.14. Cod: Actual and optimal harvest. Harvest = 1000 tons. 
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Capelin 

The optimal feed-back policies for capelin at same levels of the volatility parameter as before, 

namely:  

 

σ=0, i.e. the nonstochastic case 

σ=0.1·x 

σ=0.5 x, 

 

where x refers to the biomass of capelin. For comparison purposes we also draw in Figure 6.15, the 

zero marginal profit schedule which corresponds to unmanaged fishing (referred to as ‘static opti-

mal’ in the diagram) and the actually observed harvest biomass co-ordinates. 

 

Figure 6.15. Capelin: Optimal feed-back harvesting policies. No species interactions.  

 Harvest = 1000 tons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inferences we can draw from Figure 6.15 are somewhat different from those for the cod above.  

• The optimal feed-back paths are not particularly conservative compared to the actually ob-

served fishing. Since the open access harvesting is much higher, this must be because of the 

quite restrictive TAC-policy employed in the capelin fishery virtually from the outset. 
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• There is significant difference between the optimal paths for different stochastic specifica-

tion. The high risk situation (σ=0.5) leads to substantially more conservative harvesting 

policies at all levels of biomass than the riskless and low risk situations (σ=0, σ=0.1). On 

the other hand there is little difference in the optimal paths for the riskless and low risk 

situations.  

• The actual biomass-harvest co-ordinates are distributed around the optimal path, but not par-

ticularly close to it. If anything the actual harvest seems to more often suboptimal rather 

than excessive.  

 

In Figure 6.16, we draw the optimal feed back harvesting programs according to the actual biomass 

levels each year since 1978 and compare this with the actual harvest. Two optimal paths for no un-

certainty (σ=0) are drawn. One is the single species optimal, labeled ‘1d-feedback’. The other takes 

species interactions into account, labeled ‘2d-optimal’.  

 

As evident from the diagram, the actual harvest is distributed around the single species optimal one. 

This suggests that the actual capelin harvesting policy since 1978 has been in the neighbourhood of 

the optimal policy. However, it has probably not been very close to the optimal policy. Annual de-

viations from the calculated optimal policy are too great to make that a reasonable assumption, even 

allowing for inaccuracies in the calculation of the optimal policy.  

 

Taking the interaction of the capelin with the cod stock into account leads to the 2d-optimal capelin 

harvesting policy (dashed curve). This represents much lower capelin catch every year. The reason, 

of course, is that according to our estimates, capelin constitutes important feed for cod. Compared 

with this two-species optimal harvesting policy, the actual capelin harvest has been excessive in 

most years.  
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Figure 6.16. Capelin: Actual and optimal harvesting policies. Harvest = 1000 tons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimal harvesting policies: Species interactions 

Under species interactions, the optimal harvest policy of one species depends on the stock size of 

the other species. Harvest feed-back diagrams, therefore, need to be three dimensional. 

 

The following two diagrams provide feed-back diagrams for cod and capelin, respectively. Figure 

6.17 illustrates the optimal feed-back policy for cod. As shown in the diagram, there should be no 

harvesting of cod unless its biomass is excess of 500.000 metric tonne. The size of the capelin stock 

has little effect on this. The minimum biomass before harvesting should begin increases slightly 

with the biomass of capelin. A possible explanation is that when the biomass of capelin increases 

the intrinsic growth rate of cod increases and thus it is more beneficial to conserve it. The same ef-

fect can be seen at higher cod biomass levels: harvest is generally slightly lower the –bigger the 

stock of capelin. However, at very low stock levels of capelin this effect is reversed, probably to 

save the capelin.   
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Figure 6.17. Cod feed-back harvesting policies. Stock and harvest = 1000 tons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since 1995, a catch-rule has been in effect in the cod fisheries, which stipulates that each fishing 

year’s TAC should equal 25% of the fishable stock. This simple rule of thumb is, however, not op-

timal, as catches will be too high when stocks are low, and too low when stocks are high. In the 

years since the rule was introduced, the cod stock has hovered between 450 and 600 thousand years, 

and catches varied between 180 and 260 thousand tons. The discrepancy between the rule and 

catches illustrates the fact that the rule has not been completely adhered to. However, these catches 

are far greater than optimal.  

 

The capelin harvesting feed-back diagram is more complicated. Capelin should not be harvested at 

all until it reaches about 1400.000 Metric tonnes. From then on the harvesting decreases fast with 

the size of the cod stock and therefore its need for capelin feed. 

 

Capelin catches have also far exceeded the optimal feedback harvesting policy. As shown in Figure 

6.18, actual harvest has been close to the single species optimum, but when the interaction with cod 

is also taken into account, it becomes clear that capelin has been overfished. 
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Figure 6.18. Capelin feed-back harvesting policies. Stock and harvest = 1000 tons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following phase diagram in biomass space further illustrates the optimal dynamic paths for the 

biomass of cod and capelin from any initial position. Four equilibria exist, but only one of them, lo-

cated at roughly (cod=1.440.000 Mt, capelin=2.200.000 Mt), is stable. In fact it seems to be glob-

ally stable, provided both initial biomasses are positive. At this equilibrium, there will be no harvest 

of capelin. The stock is used exclusively as food for cod.  
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Figure 6.19. Cod-capelin biomass: Optimal phase diagram. 1000 tons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3. Discussion about the Danish Results 

Estimates of the biomass growth functions, reported in some detail in the Appendix, resulted in the 

following equations: 

(1) xyyy 0003.00005.07007.0 2
.

−−= , 

(2) yxxx 0007.00006.04351.0 2
.

−−= , 

where y represents the biomass of cod and x that of herring. 

 

The negative signs of the interaction parameters indicate that the species are competitors for the 

same resource. All things equal, there is a negative impact of the other species on the biomass 

growth of the first species. This reduces the sustainable yield of each species compared to a situa-

tion where there is no interaction. However, these terms are not significant (t-statistic = -0.9 and -
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0.7). So the conclusion is that the interaction or interdependency between cod and herring in the 

North Sea can be rejected by this two-species model. 

 

In the following, we will, however, present the result of using both the single species models and 

the two-species model. 

Single species model: Cod 

The figure 6.20 shows the optimal feed-back paths for cod for varying volatility parameters, σ. 

Feed-back policies for the following three volatility parameters have been calculated: 

 σ=0, i.e. the nonstochastic case 

 σ=0.1·y 

 σ=0.5·y, 

 

where, as before, y represents the biomass of the cod stock. For comparison purposes the zero mar-

ginal profit schedule which corresponds to unmanaged fishing (referred to as ‘static optimal’ in the 

diagram) and the actually observed harvest biomass co-ordinates are shown as well. Finally the sur-

plus growth schedule is drawn. 
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Figure 6.20. Optimal feedback polities for cod. No species interaction. 1000 tons. 

 

The following observations can be made. All the optimal feed back paths are very conservative 

compared to open access fishing (and the experience). Harvesting should cease completely for a cod 

stock below 500.000 metric tonne. The optimal sustainable equilibrium occurs at a biomass level of 

800.000 metric tonne and harvest rate of some 200.000 metric tonne. There is a very little differ-

ence between the optimal paths for the non-stochastic and lower volatility parameter cases. When 

the volatility parameter is higher the optimal path becomes different - about 20% higher harvests for 

a given stock size. None of the actual biomass-harvest observations are anywhere close to what is 

found to be dynamically optimal. The all represent excessive harvesting at the existing biomass lev-

els. However, according to the ‘static optimal’ curve, the fishery might be profitable down to bio-

mass level of some 200.000 mt - a quarter of the optimal sustainable biomass level, indicating why 

the fishery continues. 

 

The next figure 6.21 shows the same results now in a time frame. The feedback policy with higher 

volatility produces significantly higher harvest-levels than the deterministic and lower volatility 
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feedback policy and interesting the higher harvest level corresponds to the two-species feedback 

policy. This will be discussed further in the next paragraph. The actual harvest expect for one year 

much higher than the harvest levels produced by the optimal feedback policies. In fact except for 3 

years since 1998, the optimal feedback policy - given the stock sizes in those years - was to close 

the fishery. 

 

Figure 6.21. Optimal feedback harvest polities for cod (1000 tons). 

 

Herring 

The optimal feed-back policies for herring at same levels of the volatility parameter as before, 

namely:  

σ=0, i.e. the no stochastic case 

σ=0.1·x 

σ=0.5 x, 
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where x refers to the biomass of herring. For comparison purposes we also draw in Figure 6.22, the 

zero marginal profit schedule which corresponds to unmanaged fishing (referred to as ‘static opti-

mal’ in the diagram) and the actually observed harvest biomass co-ordinates. 

 

Figure 6.22. Optimal feedback polities for herring. No species interaction. 1000 tons. 

 

The inferences we can draw from Figure 6.22 are somewhat different from those for the cod above. 

All three optimal feedback polities are very similar, so stochasticty does not change the conclusion. 

The optimal feedback paths are not particularly conservative compared to the actually observed 

fishing. The actual biomass-harvest co-ordinates are distributed around the optimal path, but not 

particularly close to it. In fact, the actual harvest seems to more often suboptimal rather than exces-

sive. This has been the case since 1993. The optimal feedback paths indicate a very simple harvest 

rule. If the stock is less than around 600.000 metric tonne the optimal policy is to close the fishery 

and if the stock size is above 1700.000 metric tonne, the harvest level is constant, namely 600.000 

metric tonne. If the stock size is between 600.000 and 1.700.000 metric tonne, the harvest can be 

increased by around 0.5 kg per kilo stock biomass increase, e.g. if the stock biomass is 1.000.000 

metric tonne then the optimal harvest is 200.000 metric tonne. 
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In Figure 6.23, we draw the optimal feedback harvesting programs according to the actual biomass 

levels each year since 1973 and compare this with the actual harvest. Two optimal paths for no un-

certainty (σ=0) are drawn. One is the single species optimal, labeled σ=0. The other takes species 

interactions into account, labeled ‘2d-feedback’. The actual policy has until 1985 been delayed 

compared to the optimal feedback policy. After 1985 the actual harvest has been above the optimal 

level until 1993 and below thereafter. However, the actual harvest has in the recent years been ap-

proaching the optimal harvest level. 

 

Figure 6.23. Optimal feedback harvest polities for herring (1000 tons). 

 

Taking the interaction of the herring with the cod stock into account leads to the 2d-optimal herring 

harvesting policy (dashed curve). This represents higher herring catch every year. The reason is that 

according to our estimates, herring and cod are competing for the same food. Compared with this 

two-species optimal harvesting policy, the actual herring harvest has been much too low since 1980. 
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Optimal harvesting policies: Species interactions 

Under species interactions, the optimal harvest policy of one species depends on the stock size of 

the other species. Harvest feed-back diagrams, therefore, need to be three dimensional. 

 

The following two diagrams provide feed-back diagrams for cod and herring, respectively. Figure 

6.24 illustrates the optimal feed-back policy for cod. As shown in the figure, there should be no 

harvesting of cod unless its biomass is excess of 500.000 metric tonne. The size of the herring stock 

has a very little effect on this and in general the optimal harvest of cod is independent of the level of 

the herring stock.  

 

Figure 6.24. Optimal feedback harvest polities for cod with species interaction (1000 tons). 

 

 

 

For herring the biomass has to been above 600.000 metric tonne before harvesting is optimal, see 

Figure 6.25. This level seems to decrease a little with the size of the cod stock. With very high lev-

els of the cod stock the minimum level of the herring stock falls to less than 500.000. Remark, that 
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with very low levels of cod it is optimal to decrease the harvest of herring compared to harvest lev-

els at higher levels of the cod stock. At that point it is optimal to invest in the herring stock. 

 

Figure 6.25. Optimal feedback harvest polities for herring with species interaction (1000 tons). 

 

 

The following phase diagram in biomass space (Figure 6.26) further illustrates the optimal dynamic 

paths for the biomass of cod and herring from any initial position. Four equilibria exist, but only 

one of them, located at roughly (cod=850.000 Mt, herring=1.300.000 Mt), is stable. In fact it seems 

to be globally stable, provided both initial biomasses are positive. At this equilibrium, there will be 

harvest of both cod and herring, around 200.000 Mt of Cod and 350.000 Mt of Herring. The path to 

approach this equilibrium is to increase the harvest of herring from the current levels and to close 

the fishery of cod. When the stock sizes of herring and cod adjust the optimal harvest policy also 

adjust towards reduced catch levels of herring and at some point positive catch levels of cod. 
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Figure 6.26. Cod-herring biomass: Optimal phase diagram. 1000 tons. 
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7. Discussion and conclusions 

Three different approaches are used to analyze the fisheries harvest policy of cod and cap-

elin/herring in Iceland, Norway and Denmark. The results from the single-species approach - which 

is an update of earlier work – show that the cod fishery in Iceland and Denmark should be closed 

and in Norway the harvest should be reduced by 2/3. For capelin/herring, the results are not biased. 

In the Danish case the harvest of herring could be increased to 600.000 tons. For capelin in Norway 

the actual harvest fluctuates around the optimal harvest level with tendency towards over harvest-

ing, while for Iceland the actual harvest level is more or less in accordance with the optimal harvest 

level. 

 

Adding stochasticity to the single species model does not change the results qualitatively. This can 

be explained by the way uncertainty is handled technical in the model. Current development on un-

certainty in fisheries management models shows that uncertainty may arise in different ways and 

therefore need to be handled more fundamentally. This is an area for future research. 

 

Allowing the species interaction between cod and capelin/herring provides on the other hand new 

results and insight. In the Danish case the two species model implies a less conservative harvesting 

pattern for both species. In fact, the current harvest of herring could according to the result be dou-

bled. This is not an obvious result as the harvesting pattern in two species model depends on com-

petitive relationship between the species which are endogenously determined in the model. How-

ever, there is a need to explore the biological interaction between cod and herring in more detail. In 

the case of Iceland the predator-prey model implies more conservative harvesting pattern for both 

species, particularly the harvest of capelin should - compared to the single-species model and the 

actual harvest level – be reduced. Both for Denmark and Iceland the difference is significant and 

uniform over time. In the case of Norway, the predator-prey model implies a more complicated har-

vesting pattern, and the difference between the single-species and two-species model is not that sig-

nificant. Furthermore, it is not uniform over time either. On average, however, the two-species 

model implies a more conservative pattern. 
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Appendix 1. Statistical results for Norway 

In the following capelin is denoted by x, cod by y, harvest of capelin by xh  and harvest of cod by 

yh . Everything else are parameters.  

Stock and harvest are measured in 1000 tons. 

Revenue and costs are measured in million NOK. 

Prices are NOK/kg. 

Economic model 

Demand function capelin: 

1)( =xhp .  

 

Cost function capelin: 

4.1)( xx hhc ⋅=α  

 

parameter t-value 

α = 0.07. 32.12  R2 = 0.98   DW = 1.8  n = 5 

β = 1.4. 

 

The Norwegian share of capelin over the last years has been approximately 60 % on average.  

Therefore the net revenue function is given by 

 

)6.0(6.0),( xxx hchhxNR ⋅−⋅= . 

 

Demand function cod: 

yy hbahyp ⋅+=),(   

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.59   DW = 1.3  n = 11 

a = 12.65  9.7  F = 15.6 

b = -0.00839  -3.94 
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Cost function cod: 

y

h
khyC

1.1

),( =  

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.95   n = 8 

k = 5848.1  44.7 

 

As this cod is shared 50-50 with Russia, the Norwegian net revenue function is given as 
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Biological single species model 

Growth function for cod: 








 −⋅=
K

y
yryf 1)( 2  

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.54   DW = 1.6  n = 26 

r = 0.000665  12.64  F = 30.83 

K = 2 473  25.28 

 

Growth function for capelin: 








 −⋅⋅=
K

x
xrxf 1)( 2  

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.62   DW = 1.2  n = 27 

r = 0.00021781 5.51  F = 44.31 

K = 8 293  18.22 
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Biological multi-species model 

Biological interdependent growth functions: 

y

x

hyxgy
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Statistical results (Method: Seemingly Unrelated Regression) 

 

xycxbxayxf 1
3

1
2

1),( ++=  

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.59   DW = 1.7  n = 30 

a1 = 0.00018  4.9 

b1 = -1.19E-8  -3.1 

c1 = -0.00021  -3.4 

 

xycybyayxg 2
4

2
2

2),( ++=  

 

Parameter  t-value  R2 = 0.50   DW = 1.4  n = 30 

a2 = 0.00022  8.4 

b2 = -3.49E-11 -4.2 

c2 = 1.82E-5  2.6 
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Appendix 2. Statistical results for Iceland 

Data 

Biomass growth functions for cod and capelin were estimated for the period 1978-2004 with data 

drawn from ICES (2004) and the Icelandic National Institution of Marine Research (2005), i. Ha-

frannsóknastofnun). 

 

During this period the size of the fishable cod stock (4 years and older) has declined substantially. It 

peaked at 1200 thousand tons in 1980 but shrank to 400 thousand ton in 1992 before recovering 

somewhat.  

 

Figure 1. Development of the Icelandic cod stock and total landings 1978-2004. Thousand 

tons 
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Reference: Hafrannsóknastofnun. 

 

During the period 1955-1975 Icelandic vessels accounted for about  half of the total catch of cod, 

but that share increased rapidly following the extension of the fishing zone from 12 to 50 miles in 

1972 and to 200 miles in 1975. Since then, virtually all of the cod landings have been Icelandic. 

 

The capelin stock (sum of immature and mature capelin in the month of August each year) showed 

almost uninterrupted decline from 1978 to 1982, finally shrinking to an all time low of 1000 thou-

sand tons at the end of that period. However, the capelin stock recovered quickly and was measured 

at 3100 thousand tons in 1986. Since then the capelin stock has varied between 1300 and 3000 

thousand tons.  
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Figure 2. Development of the capelin stock and total landings 1978-2004. Thousand tons 
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Data for the cost functions are obtained from the National Statistical Institute of Iceland (Statistics 

Iceland). The data covers the years 1995–2004 and consist of yearly observations on individual ves-

sels in the sample. These data are confidential obtained by special permission to be used only for 

econometric estimation in this project. The demersal vessel sample is restricted to freezer trawlers. 

Table 3.1 presents the number of vessels included in the dataset each year. The data includes infor-

mation on vessels characteristics, costs, sales, annual stock and catch in tons. Cost and sales were 

deflated using the consumer price index taking a value of unity in 2004 for the simple equations, 

and converted into Norwegian kronor (NOK). Descriptive statistics for the data are given for 

demersal species in Table 3.2 and for pelagic species in Table 3.3.  

 

Table 1. Number of vessels observed each year 

Year Demersal fisheries 
Freezer trawler 

Pelagic fisheries 
Vessel 

1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 

23 
19 
21 
19 
20 
19 
17 
18 
11 
7 

15 
22 
23 
23 
25 
29 
23 
23 
21 
15 

Total 174 219 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistic for vessels engaged in demersal fisheries 

 Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Freezer trawlers 

Cost variables 

Variable costs (million NOK) 

 

64.33 

 

49.17 

 

12.75 

 

279.68 

Output variables 

Cod harvest (thousand tons) 

Other demersal harvest (thousand tons) 

All demersal harvest (thousand tons) 

 

1.51 

3.18 

4.69 

 

1.06 

2.32 

2.99 

 

0.02 

0.14 

0.61 

 

7.13 

16.65 

21.93 

Fish stocks 

Cod stock (thousand tons) 

Other demersal stock (thousand tons) 

All demersal stock (thousand tons) 

 

694.68 

259.56 

954.24 

 

83.28 

84.58 

141.78 

 

553.00 

197.00 

780.00 

 

854.00 

546.00 

1400.00 

 

Table 3. Descriptive statistic for vessels engaged in pelagic fisheries 

 Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Cost variables 

Variable costs (million NOK) 

 

23.63 

 

13.85 

 

2.05 

 

74.96 

Output variables 

Capelin harvest (thousand tons) 

Herring harvest (thousand tons) 

All pelagic harvest (thousand tons) 

 

22.02 

5.96 

33.66 

 

10.24 

3.34 

16.91 

 

0.00 

0.00 

0.94 

 

57.64 

14.40 

93.28 

Fish stocks 

Capelin stock (thousand tons) 

Herring stock (thousand tons) 

All pelagic stock (thousand tons) 

 

1737.60 

397.28 

2134.88 

 

1031.54 

130.06 

1048.97 

 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

 

2885.00 

590.00 

3273.00 

 

Data used for estimation of the inverse demand function is obtained from the National Statistical In-

stitute of Iceland (Statistics Iceland 2006) and consist of monthly observations on landed catches 

and average prices during the period 2001-2005. Prices are deflated using the consumer price index, 

and converted into NOK. Catches are expressed in thousand tons and prices in NOK/Kg. 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistic for Cod 

 Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Cod 

Catch (thousand tons) 

Price (NOK/kg) 

18,23 

23,07 

2,15 

3,24 

11,25 

17,47 

24,37 

28,60 

 

Table 5. Descriptive statistic for Capelin 

 Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Capelin 

Catch (thousand tons) 

Price (NOK/kg) 

114,57 

1,12 

44,89 

0,37 

14,92 

0,53 

278,23 

2,46 

 

In the following capelin is denoted by x, cod by y, harvest of capelin by hx and harvest of cod by hy. 

Everything else are parameters. 

Stock and harvest are measured in 1000 tons.  

Cost is measured in million NOK  

Prices are NOK/kg. 

Estimation of functions related to the cod fishery 

Growth function for cod: 

( ) 1
y

f y r y
K

 = ⋅ − 
 

 

 

Demand function cod: 

( , )y yp y h a b h= − ⋅  

 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
r 0,669853 8,55 R 

2 
=0,26 

K 1988 -2,93 F=8,6 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
a 20,96 5,46 R 

2 
=0,096 

b 0,00426 -2,45 F=6,02 
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Cost function cod: 

y

h
khyC

1.1

),( =  

 

The parameter 1.1 was found by trying different alternative values and picking the one that yielded 

the highest R2.  

Estimation of functions related to the capelin fishery 

Growth function for capelin: 

( ) 1
x

f x r x
K

 = ⋅ ⋅ − 
 

 

 

Demand function capelin: 

( )xp h a bh= −  

 

Cost function capelin: 

2( )x xc h hα= ⋅  

 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
k 5363,179 6,45 R 

2 
=0,43 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
r 1,1008 6,325 R 

2 
=0,26 

K 3669 -3,848 F=14,8 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
a 1,211 14,83 R 

2 
=0,14 

b 0,0001 -2,58 F=5,43 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
α 0,000175 5,042 R 

2 
=0,309 

F=33,35 
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The exponent ‘2’ was found by trying different alternative values and picking the one that yielded 

the highest R2.  

 

Estimation of the two-species biological growth functions 

Biological interdependent growth functions: 

( , )

( , )

x

y

x f x y h

y g x y h

= −

= −

&

&

 

where 

2
1 1 1

2
2 2 2

( , )

( , )

f x y a x b x c xy

g x y a y b y c xy

= + +

= + +
 

 

The model was estimated by applying Seemingly Unrelated Regression, SUR, (Zellner  1962, 1963) 

estimation technique. The data period is from 1978-2004. 

 

 

Parameter Value t-statistic Other properties 
a1 1,4734 5,6834 R 

2 
=0,40 

b1 -0,0004 -4,6187 
c1 -0,0004 -1,8102 
a2 0,3518 2,9267 R 

2 
=0,42 

b2 -0,0002 -2,1237 
c2 0,0001 3,1298 
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Appendix 3. Statistical results for Denmark 

1. Growth function cod 

1.1. Data 

Data for for cod in North Sea comes from ICES Advisory Committee on Fishery Management 

(2004, Table 3.4.9 Cod in Subarea IV and Divisions IIIa (Skagerrak) and VIId: Stock summary as 

estimated by ADAPT without discards), it is in 1.000 ton. Growth at time t for is calculated as  

g t  ˜  X t—1™X t—h t  

Where X is biomass and h is harvest. The data set is given in table 1.  

 

Table 1. Biomass and growth for North Sea cod in 1.000 ton  

 Year Biomass Growth 

1 1963 448.184 194.904 

2 1964 526.631 280.101 

3 1965 680.691 326.380 

4 1966 826.035 289.811 

5 1967 894.510 117.325 

6 1968 758.858 134.691 

7 1969 605.181 522.408 

8 1970 926.829 432.571 

9 1971 1133.276 -10.658 

10 1972 794.520 190.559 

11 1973 631.103 213.229 

12 1974 605.281 288.824 

13 1975 679.826 109.775 

14 1976 584.356 444.801 

15 1977 794.988 189.503 

16 1978 775.337 290.855 

17 1979 769.170 476.345 

18 1980 975.542 138.436 

19 1981 820.334 321.544 

20 1982 806.381 118.468 

21 1983 621.598 329.604 

22 1984 691.915 19.863 

23 1985 483.492 391.936 
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24 1986 660.799 98.747 

25 1987 555.493 72.530 

26 1988 411.811 178.747 

27 1989 406.318 57.372 

28 1990 323.754 104.047 

29 1991 302.487 242.958 

30 1992 442.967 85.072 

31 1993 414.019 301.812 

32 1994 594.082 105.932 

33 1995 589.380 33.831 

34 1996 487.115 212.138 

35 1997 572.933 -92.514 

36 1998 356.261 91.272 

37 1999 301.519 58.701 

38 2000 263.995 15.515 

39 2001 208.139 82.923 

40 2002 241.430 -2.361 

41 2003 184.204 NA 

1.2. Model 

There is assumed a logistic growth function, that is, the model is: 

E(g t ) ˜  ! X t—" X
2
t  (1) 

An ordinary least square estimate gives the statistics given in table 2. 

 

Table 2. Estimates and statistics from an ordinary least square estimate of the model (1) 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

α  0.6028 0.1331  4.527  5.74e-05  

β -0.0004206 0.0001738 -2.42  0.02041  

Residual standard error: 139 on 38 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.1203 Adjusted R-squared: 0.0972 

F-statistic: 5.1975 on 1 and 38 DF, p-value: 0.02832 

The R and F statistics compares the residuals of the model with the residuals of the model E(g) = α. Note however; as 
the later is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply.  
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Durbin-Watson  

lag 1 lag 2 lag 3 lag 4 

2.194049 1.663057 1.628194 1.800477. 

 

Both parameters are significant in the t-statistics and there seems to be no autocorrelation. The 

model is accepted for final model. In figure 1 the observations and the model predictions is plotted. 

 

Figure 1. Observations and model predictions for growth of cod in the North Sea 
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1.3. Conclusion 

The growth of cod can be modeled as: 

E(g t ) ˜  ! X t—" X
2
t  

with the parameter given in table 2.  

 

If the model is written as  

E(g t ) ˜  r X t 1™
X t

K
 

the parameters are  

 

Parameter  Estimate  

r  0.6028   year−1 

K  1433   103ton 

 

2. Demand function cod 

2.1. Data 

Data from Arnason et al. (2004) is updated with Fiskeridirektoratet (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 

tabel 3.1) so the time series is now 1982-2004, i.e. 23 observations. Harvest in ton and value in 

1.000 DKK.  

 

Price is calculate as value divided by landings, hence price is in 1.000 DKK pr. ton or DKK pr. kg. 

Nominal price is converted to real price with CPI (Danmarks Statistik, 2006) with base of 2004 and 

converted to NOK by exchange rate 100DKK=90.9300NOK (1/6 2004). The data set is given in ta-

ble 3.  
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Table 3. Landings in ton and real price (2004) in NOK for Denmark 

 Year Landings Realprice 

1 1982 160440 13.11377 

2 1983 155567 12.97773 

3 1984 161296 12.94424 

4 1985 144701 13.72785 

5 1986 129352 15.92733 

6 1987 127685 15.28808 

7 1988 108070 14.24944 

8 1989 99111 14.55533 

9 1990 86373 17.97972 

10 1991 74842 19.15734 

11 1992 55459 18.49239 

12 1993 40863 15.56179 

13 1994 47882 14.80385 

14 1995 67456 12.50697 

15 1996 78097 11.26131 

16 1997 69184 13.25102 

17 1998 57937 17.38752 

18 1999 59822 18.03741 

19 2000 48256 19.43928 

20 2001 39724 20.32533 

21 2002 32616 20.61981 

22 2003 26988 17.23244 

23 2004 26346 16.62473 

2.2. Model 

A linear model is used to model the real price:  

p i  ˜  ! —" h i—%i  

pi average real price in NOK pr.kg. (or 1.000 NOK pr ton) of cod in Denmark in year i, hi is the 

amount of cod in ton landed in Denmark in year i and i˜ 1982,1983, –  ,2004 . This model yields re-

siduals with high autocorrelation, therefore the model is attempted corrected with autocorrelation of 

the AR(1), AR(2) and AR(3) type:  

 

model I  %i  assumed NID(0,3 2 )   
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model II  %i  ˜  / 1%i™1—, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )  

model III  %i  ˜  / 1%i™1—/ 2%i™2 —, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

model IV  %i  ˜  / 1%i™1—/ 2%i™2 —/ 3%i™3 —, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

 

The models estimated with generalized least squares fitted by maximum likelihood (gls( 

,method=”ML”) Pinheiro et al., 2006) gives the statistics as given in table 4, and in figure 2 the 

four models are plotted together with the data. 
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Figure 2. The four models prediction including the autocorrelation part plotted together with 

the data 
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Table 4. Statistics for generalized least squared estimates 

 Par LogLik Sigma Lag 1 Lag 2 Lag 3 Lag 4 

Model I 2 -50.1162 2.1383 0.6177 1.6319 2.2788 2.5992 

Model II 3 -43.0139 1.5843 1.1840 2.0744 2.3618 2.0981 

Model III 4 -38.9312 1.3365 1.9590 1.9923 2.0252 1.1907 

Model IV 5 -38.8564 1.3643 1.9252 2.0850 1.9546 1.1315 

Par refers to numbers of parameters and "Lag n" relates to the Durbin-Watson statistic of the residual with lag n. 

 

The Durbin-Watson is acceptable for model III and the improvement in the likelihood from model 

III to model IV is very small, therefore model III is accepted as final model. In table 5 is given pa-

rameter estimates for model III. Contrary to previous (Arnason et al., 2004) the β is now significant 

and price is now correlated with harvest.  

 

Table 5. Parameter estimates and statistics for model III 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

φ1 1.043    

φ1 -0.5292    

α 18.66 1.228 15.19 8.386e-13 

β -3.368e-05 1.312e-05 -2.567 0.01795 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.7385 Adjusted R-squared: 0.7247 

F-statistic: 53.644 on 1 and 19 DF, p-value: 6.059e-07 

Deviance: 32.1862 on 3 DF 

The F and R statistics compare the residuals of the model with the residuals of a fix price model, E(p)=γ. As residuals is 
in model III used νi. As there in this model are no residuals for the first two observations, the first two observations are 
left out in the estimation of the fixed price model. Note however; as there in the estimation of model III, as object not is 
used minimum of the sums of squares, but maximum of likelihood, the general logic of variance analysis do not apply. 

However, the deviance statistics – minus 2 times the difference in loglikelihood – is asymptotic #
2

DF  distributed. 

 

If the autocorrelation part is ignored, the price can be estimated as  

E(p t ) ˜  ! —" h t  

with the parameters given in table 5. However the landing is referring to the landings in Denmark, 

not in the North Sea. Landings of cod in Denmark is 0.1883684 of total catch in the North Sea 
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(std.err. 0.061), it is therefore reasonable to anticipate only this fraction of the North Sea harvest 

will appear on the Danish marked and influence the price. The formula therefore has to be corrected  

E(p t ) ˜ ! —" h t

˜ ! —0.1836" H t

˜ ! —BH t

 

where H is the total harvest in the North Sea and the B = –0.006344 when H is measured in 1000 

ton.  

3. Cost function cod 

3.1. Theory 

Total cost for cod harvesting is expected to be of the form 

C(H ,X ) ˜  !  
H

"

X
 (1) 

Where α and β is parameters and H is total harvest of cod and X is biomass of the cod. If the pro-

duction is divided into to sectors the total cost can be written as  

C ˜  ! i

h
"
i

X
—! j

H™h i
"

X
  

 if the cost function is assumed equal for the two sectors i.e. ! i ˜ ! j  we have 

C ˜  
! i

X
h
"
i — H™h i

"
 (2) 

Equitation (1) and (2) yields  

! i  ˜  
! H

"

h
"
i — H™h i

"
 

α  and β can therefore be estimated from a single sector empirical cost:  
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C i (h i,X ) ˜ ! i

h
"
i

X

˜ !  
h
"
i H

"

h
"
i — H™h i

"
X

 (3) 

 

The accounting statistic for fishery in Denmark has as its basic unit a firm, normally consisting of 

one fishing vessel. The Danish fishing vessels catch a mixture of fish and operate in both the Baltic 

and the North See. The fishery in the North Sea is practiced by a lot of nations. As the only segment 

of the Danish fleet which have the North Sea as there main operation area is the Danish-seine fleet, 

our approach is to use data for the cost for the Danish fleet and to estimate the total cost in the 

North Sea with the equation (3). Therefore following the model is used 

E(C t ) ˜  !  
h
"
t H

"
t

h
"
t — H t™h t

"
X t

½ (4) 

Where E(Ct) is the expected variable cost, ht is the harvest for the Danish-seine fleet in year t, and 

Ht and Xt are the total harvest and biomass of cod in the North Sea. The parameter α and β can then 

be used in equation (1) to extrapolate to total costs.  

3.2. Data 

The fishery account statistic from 1995-1998 (Statens Jordbrugs- og Fiskeriøkonomiske Institut, 

1997a,b, 1998, 1999, 2001; Fødevareøkonomisk Institut, 2005) has data for variable cost, gross 

output distributed according to species and an estimate of the fisherman's remuneration. From 2000-

2004 the account statistic data is stratified on size of vessels. As the Danish-seine vessels is landing 

a variety of species, the variable cost for cod is calculated so the cods share of cost equal cods share 

of gross output. In the table 6 data is given for cods share of variable cost and cods share of gross 

output, all in 1,000DKK for the fleet in total.  
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Table 6. The share of variable cost and gross output in the Danish danish-seine fleet that is 

related to cod, all in 1.000DKK 

 Year Gross output Variabel cost 

1 1995 81592.90 76351.66 

2 1996 74050.80 63235.70 

3 1997 62887.00 50756.57 

4 1998 116719.80 94568.97 

5 1999 172725.00 136780.91 

6 2000 79383.70 71965.72 

7 2001 67005.68 56067.97 

8 2002 66340.79 59965.06 

9 2003 36155.55 33185.60 

10 2004 29558.82 29259.84 

 

To calculate the harvest of cod in weight the output of cod is divided by the nominal price for cod 

(in 1.000DKK pr ton) for that year. The variable cost in nominal prices is converted real price with 

CPI (Danmarks Statistik, 2006) with 2004 as base, and converted to NOK by exchange rate 

100DKK=90.9300NOK (1/6 2004). For total harvest and total biomass of cod in North Sea ,Table 

3.4.9 Cod in Subarea IV and Divisions IIIa (Skagerrak) and VIId: Stock summary as estimated by 

ADAPT without discards is used. In table 7 the final data set is given.  

 

Table 7. Landings in ton and variable cost in 1.000 NOK real price (2004) for the Danish 

seine fleet and the total harvest and stock biomass of cod in the North Sea in ton 

 Year Landings Variable cost Harvest Stock 

1 1995 8707.112 101904.23 136096 589380 

2 1996 8594.782 82652.59 126320 487115 

3 1997 6069.862 64917.15 124158 572933 

4 1998 8430.505 118766.88 146014 356261 

5 1999 11734.007 167606.50 96225 301519 

6 2000 4862.054 85682.93 71371 263995 

7 2001 3834.511 65215.50 49632 208139 

8 2002 3653.902 68101.90 54865 241430 

9 2003 2334.067 36917.71 30872 184204 

10 2004 1955.354 32178.42 NA NA 
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3.3. Results 

Table 8. Estimates and statistics from a nonlinear least square estimate of the model (4) 

 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> | t |) 

alpha  412599e+06 2.869280e+06 0.8408377 4.282231e-01 

beta  069016e+00 1.284620e-01 8.3216505 7.080664e-05  

Residual standard error: 18398 on 7 degrees of freedom Multiple R-Squared: 0.7952 

Adjusted R-squared: 0.7659 F-statistic: 27.1768 on 1 and 7 DF, p-value: 0.001235 

Loglikelihood -100.02 

The R and F statistics compares the residuals of the model with the residuals of the model E(C)=γ. Note however; as the 
later is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply.  

 

A nonlinear least square estimate of the model (4) gives the result in table 8. Note that the t-test in 

the summary is a test with H0: β  =  0, where as the interesting hypothesis might be β  =  1 or β  = 

1.1 – the Norwegian case: Both hypotheses can not be rejected, and if there is special arguments for 

the Norwegian β  = 1.1 it will be all right with the data. The α and β is highly (negative) correlated, 

therefore only one is significant. If β is exogenous the α is significant in an ordinary least square es-

timate. The resulting α estimates together with σ  and the log likelihood is given in table 9:  

 

Table 9. Statistics from an ordinary least square estimate with exogenous ββββ 

 Sigma loglik Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> | t | ) 

beta=1 17608.87 -100.23 4561440.62 286238.99 15.936 2.408e-07 

beta=1.096 17209.74 -100.02 2412961.41 147881.48 16.317 2.004e-07 

beta=1.1 17287.86 -100.06 1811373.28 111531.54 16.241 2.078e-07 

 

The likelihood is natural biggest with β = 1.069, however the difference in the log likelihood is 

small, and the β  = 1.1 can be chosen with a theoretical argument. Notice that the t-test is for H0: α 

= 0, a more relevant test is to test if the cost is fixed, i.e. H0: E(Ct) = γ or if relative cost is fixed, i.e. 

H0: E(Ct) = γ ht. The number of parameters in the test models and in equation (4) with β as exoge-

nous is the same (i.e. 1) so sigma and log likelihood can be compared see table 10.  
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Table 10. The residual standard error and the log likelihood statistics from estimation of the 

models for fixed cost: E(Ct) = γγγγ and fixed relative cost E(Ct) = γγγγht  

 sigma loglik 

Fixed cost 39959 -119.62 

Fixed relative cost 17370 -111.29 

 

The models in table 9 have all better likelihoods and are therefore preferred. The models in table 10 

might as well be compared with the full model where both β and α is estimated, here there is a re-

duction in parameters from 2 to 1. The models in table 10 are not submodels of the full model, 

however the likelihood is decreasing so it is safe to reject the fixed cost and fixed relative cost mod-

els. As the β = 1.069 yields the highest likelihood it is chosen for the final model.  

 

The R and F statistics compare the residuals of the model with the residuals of the fix pries model 

E(g)=γ. Note however; as the later is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance 

analysis do not apply. The residuals from the model with exogenous β have the same residuals as 

the model estimated with non linear least squared, therefore the R-squared is the same as well: R-

Squared equals 0.7952. As the model has only one parameter when β is exogenous, there is no ad-

justment to bee done; so adjusted R-squared equals 0.7952 as well. As the F statistic is only defined 

for a compare of two models with different number of parameters, it is not possibly to give any F 

statistic.  

3.4. Conclusion 

The expected variable cost in the North Sea cod fishery in 1,000 NOK real price (2004) can be es-

timated by: 

E(C) ˜ !  
H 1.069

X
 

Where α = 2,412,961, H is total harvest of cod in ton and X is the North Sea cod biomass in ton.  

If the stock and harvest is measured in 1,000 ton and cost in million NOK the formula is the same 

just with α′ = 1,000−0.931α  =  3,886.426. 
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4. Growth function Herring 

4.1. Data 

Data for herring in North Sea is in 1.000 ton and comes from ICES Advisory Committee On Fish-

ery Management (2005, Table 2.6.2.3 North Sea herring. STOCK SUMMARY). Growth at time t 

for is calculated as  

g t  ˜  X t—1™X t—h t  

Where X is biomass and h is harvest. The data set is given in table 11.  

 

Table 11. Biomass and growth for North Sea herring in 1.000 ton  

 Year Biomass Growth 
1 1960 3719.372 1314.803 
2 1961 4337.975 739.378 
3 1962 4380.653 855.792 
4 1963 4608.645 888.691 
5 1964 4781.336 419.745 
6 1965 4329.881 147.157 
7 1966 3308.238 403.083 
8 1967 2815.821 400.110 
9 1968 2520.431 102.463 
10 1969 1905.094 563.507 
11 1970 1921.901 490.625 
12 1971 1849.426 220.143 
13 1972 1549.469 103.996 
14 1973 1155.965 239.922 
15 1974 911.887 43.349 
16 1975 680.136 -8.999 
17 1976 358.337 26.608 
18 1977 210.145 60.423 
19 1978 224.568 168.164 
20 1979 381.732 273.481 
21 1980 630.113 598.986 
22 1981 1158.335 859.395 
23 1982 1842.851 1150.531 
24 1983 2718.303 532.676 
25 1984 2863.777 1025.805 
26 1985 3460.951 623.627 
27 1986 3470.798 1134.475 
28 1987 3933.785 433.882 
29 1988 3575.609 617.481 
30 1989 3305.404 453.452 
31 1990 2970.957 382.931 
32 1991 2708.659 380.208 
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33 1992 2430.859 798.845 
34 1993 2512.905 171.843 
35 1994 2013.351 368.882 
36 1995 1813.999 360.150 
37 1996 1594.778 586.701 
38 1997 1906.381 357.721 
39 1998 1999.789 679.636 
40 1999 2287.797 939.325 
41 2000 2863.959 759.383 
42 2001 3235.185 1168.563 
43 2002 4040.405 186.258 
44 2003 3855.722 144.795 
45 2004 3527.930 NA 

4.2. Model 

There is assumed a logistic growth function, i.e. the model is: 

E(g t ) ˜  ! X t—" X
2
t  (1) 

An ordinary least square estimate gives the statistics given in table 12  

 

Table 12. The estimates and statistics form an ordinary least square estimate of the model (1) 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

α 0.3715 0.0671 5.537 1.834e-06 

β -5.446e-05 1.864e-05 -2.921 0.005597 

Residual standard error: 316 on 42 degrees of freedom  

Multiple R-Squared: 0.1903 Adjusted R-squared: 0.171 

F-statistic: 9.8696 on 1 and 42 DF, p-value: 0.003076 

Loglikelihood -327.86 

The R and F statistics compares the residuals of the model with the residuals of the model E(g) = α. Note however; as 
the later is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply.  

 

Durbin-Watson  

Lag 1 lag 2 lag 3 lag 4 

0.8670043 0.9045002 1.1419535 1.2926933 

 

As seen in table 12 there seem to be autocorrelation. This autocorrelation is not, as in prices, caused 

by adaptive agents. This correlation is caused by repeated measurement on the same observation 
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unit. The residuals can therefore not be expected to be independent distributed. Consequently the 

correlation between the residuals is modeled with various types of functions.  

 

In table 13 is given statistics for the estimation with 10 different correlation structures. The mXxx 

forms have one parameter extra (without a nugget parameter) and the nXxx have two parameter ex-

tra (with a nugget parameter). xExp means a exponential spatial correlation, xGaus means a Gaus-

sian spatial correlation, xLin means a linear spatial correlation, xRatio means a Rational quad-

ratics spatial correlation, xSpher means a spherical spatial correlation (for details on the correla-

tion structures see Pinheiro et al. 2006).  

 

Table 13. Statistics for estimation of the model with different correlation structures  

 Model df AIC BIC logLik 

m0 1 3 661.7108 666.9238 -327.8554 

mGaus 2 4 659.6281 666.5788 -325.8141 

mSpher 3 4 655.1810 662.1317 -323.5905 

mRatio 4 4 657.0121 663.9628 -324.5060 

mLin 5 4 653.4198 660.3704 -322.7099 

mExp 6 4 655.1354 662.0861 -323.5677 

nGaus 7 5 652.0810 660.7694 -321.0405 

nSpher 8 5 655.2902 663.9786 -322.6451 

nRatio 9 5 652.8150 661.5033 -321.4075 

nLin 10 5 652.0410 660.7293 -321.0205 

nExp 11 5 654.2899 662.9783 -322.1450 

For explanation of the different correlation structures see the text. The column marked df gives the number of parame-
ters including those in the variation structure.  

 

As seen in table 13 the functional form that yields the best results with both one and two parameters 

is the xLin (linear) type. A compare between the model without correlation and the model with the 

two linear correlations are given in table 14.  
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Table 14. Statistics for the estimation of the model with no correlation structure and with a 

linear correlation structure, with out and with nugget 

 Model df AIC BIC logLik Test L.Ratio p-value 

m0 1 3 661.7108 666.9238 -327.8554    

mLin 2 4 653.4198 660.3704 -322.7099 1 vs 2 10.291051 0.0013 

nLin 3 5 652.0410 660.7293 -321.0205 2 vs 3 3.378783 0.0660 

The column marked df gives the number of parameters including those in the variation structure. The test statistics is 
the quotient test for the loglikelighoods. 

 

Table 15. Compare of the estimated coefficients in the 11 models 

 alpha beta 

m0 0.3715427 -5.445625e-05 

mGaus 0.4045798 -6.456684e-05 

mSpher 0.6886205 -1.674036e-04 

mRatio 0.4421379 -7.604844e-05 

mLin 0.4330222 -1.311132e-04 

mExp 0.6050297 -1.275548e-04 

nGaus 0.5318474 -1.079538e-04 

nSpher 0.5239859 -1.098982e-04 

nRatio 0.5348822 -1.102015e-04 

nLin 0.5442206 -1.111579e-04 

nExp 0.5460848 -1.087074e-04 

 

It could, based upon the quotient test in table 14, be conclude that the one without the nugget 

(mLinn) is satisfactorily, but if the coefficients estimates for the 11 models is compared, see table 

15, it is obviously that the one parameter versions (mXxx, without nugget) give quit different pa-

rameter estimates, while the two parameter version (nXxx, with nugget) yields stable parameter es-

timates. The version with linear correlations matrix with the nugget is therefore accepted as final 

model: 
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g t ˜ ! X t—" X
2
t —%t

cor(%i,%j ) ˜
(1™n) 1™

i™j

d
i f i™j <d

0 i f i™j  d

 (2) 

where d is the range and n is the nugget parameter. Parameter estimates is given in table 16 and in 

figure 3 a plot of observations and model is given. 

 

Table 16. Parameter estimates for model (2) 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

α 0.5442  0.128   4.252  0.0001156  

β -0.0001112  3.035e-05  -3.663  0.0006924  

D 8.163    

N 0.2021    
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Figure 3. Observations and model predictions for growth of herring in the North Sea 
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4.3. Conclusion 

The growth of herring can be modeled as: 

E(g t ) ˜  ! X t—" X
2
t  

with the parameter given in table 16.  

 

If the model is written as  
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E(g t ) ˜  r X t 1™
X t

K
 

the parameters are  

Parameter Estimate  

r 0.5442  year−1 

K 4896  103ton 

 

The model suggests that the residuals are correlated, because of this correlation there might be an 

expected value for the residual next year different form zero, in other words: the model can not be 

expected to give unbiased predictions.  

5. Demand function Herring 

5.1. Data 

Data from Arnason et al. (2000) is updated with Fiskeridirektoratet (2006a,b), so the time series is 

now 1982-2005, i.e. 24 observations. Harvest in 1.000 ton and value in 1.000 DKK. Price is calcu-

late as value divided by landings, and given as price is in 1.000 DKK pr. ton or DKK pr. kg. Nomi-

nal price is converted to real price with CPI (Danmarks Statistik, 2006) with base of 2004 and con-

verted to NOK by exchange rate 100DKK=90.9300NOK (1/6 2004). The data set is given in table 

17.  

 

Table 17 Landings in 1.000 ton and real price (2004) in NOK for Denmark  

 Year landing price 

1 1982 81.000 3.864613 

2 1983 172.000 2.204645 

3 1984 124.000 2.778501 

4 1985 136.000 2.969786 

5 1986 150.000 2.248954 

6 1987 157.000 1.816671 

7 1988 184.000 1.835043 

8 1989 171.000 2.018763 

9 1990 136.000 2.183031 

10 1991 146.000 2.140883 

11 1992 156.000 2.175466 

12 1993 169.000 1.918257 
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13 1994 178.000 1.853415 

14 1995 191.000 1.463279 

15 1996 153.009 1.356541 

16 1997 125.302 1.524046 

17 1998 139.711 1.558200 

18 1999 137.578 1.298876 

19 2000 153.899 1.129468 

20 2001 141.508 2.220865 

21 2002 112.582 2.457409 

22 2003 114.806 1.729254 

23 2004 136.809 1.521349 

24 2005 167.450 1.881092 

5.2. Model 

A linear model is used to model the real price:  

p i  ˜  ! —" h i—%i  

where pi is average real price in NOK pr.kg. (or 1.000 NOK pr ton) of herring in Denmark in year i, 

hi is the amount of herring in ton landed from Danish fishing vessels in year i and 

i˜ 1982,1983, –  ,2005 . This model yields residuals with high autocorrelation, hence the model is at-

tempted corrected with autocorrelation of the AR(1), AR(2). This do however not yield god results 

and moving average is included in the modeling in the form of the ARMA(0,1), ARMA(1,1), 

ARMA(0,2), ARMA(1,2) and ARMA(0,3) type:  

 

model (0,0)  %i  assumed. NID(0,3 2 )   

model (1,0)  %i  ˜  / %i™1—, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

model (2,0)  %i  ˜  / 1%i™1—/ 2%i™2 —, i i where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

model (0,1)  %i  ˜  5, i™1—, i i where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

model (1,1)  %i  ˜  / %i™1—5, i™1—, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )   

model (0,2)  %i  ˜  51, i™1—52 , i™2 —, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )  

model (1,2)  %i  ˜  / %i™1—51, i™1—52 , i™2 —, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )  
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model (0,3)  %i  ˜  51, i™1—52 , i™2 —53 , i™3 —, i  where νi assumed NID(0,3 2 )  

 

The models estimated with generalized least squares fitted by maximum likelihood (gls( 

,method=”ML”) Pinheiro et al., 2006) gives the statistics as given in table 18, and in figure 4 the 

eight models are plotted together with the data. 

 

Figure 4. The models prediction including the autocorrelation part plotted together with the 

data 
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Table 18. Statistics for generalized least squared estimates 

 Par LogLik Sigma Lag 1 Lag 2 Lag 3 Lag 4 

Model (0,0) 2 -17.5485 0.5027 0.5832 1.0201 0.7450 0.9012 

Model (1,0) 3 -10.3114 0.3497 1.7281 2.8730 1.1315 0.9655 

Model (0,1) 3 -7.4173 0.2838 1.1686 1.8289 1.1204 0.9438 

Model (2,0) 4 -10.0513 0.3505 1.7435 2.7329 1.0537 0.9333 

Model (1,1) 4 -5.1579 0.2617 1.8248 2.4718 1.2500 0.9732 

Model (0,2) 4 -3.8654 0.2251 1.8856 1.8345 1.3978 1.3758 

Model (1,2) 5 -5.9966 0.3949 0.8986 1.4164 1.0768 1.2005 

Model (0,3) 5 -3.7112 0.2167 1.8340 1.7615 1.4962 1.3892 

Par refers to number of parameters and "Lag n" relates to the Durbin-Watson statistic of the residual with lag n. 

 

Model (0,0) show autocorrelation for lag 1 and lag 2. In improving this model with one more pa-

rameter the model (0,1), in compare with model (1,0), shows the highest likelihood and the smallest 

σ. However the model (0,1) still have autocorrelation and the model (1,0) have a negative autocor-

relation for lag 2. Improvement of model (1,0) with one more autocorrelation term do not seem to 

yield a good result. When improving model (0,1) with one more parameter, model (0,2) shows a 

higher likelihood and lower σ than model (1,1), all Durbin-Watson statistics is better for model 

(0,2) too, therefore model (0,2) is preferred for the models with 4 parameters.  

 

There seems to be no gain in adding one more parameter, the best model with 5 parameters is model 

(0,3), and here the likelihood is only slightly improved. Consequently model (0,2) is accepted as fi-

nal model. Parameter estimates and test statistics for the model (0,2) is given in table 19. Both pa-

rameters is highly significant.  
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Table 19. Parameter estimates and statistics for the model (0,2) 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

θ1 1.9908    

θ2 1.0000    

α 4.0104 0.2517 15.93 1.447e-13 

β -0.01309 0.001223 -10.70 3.473e-10 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.7557 Adjusted R-squared: 0.7435 

F-statistic: 61.8823 on 1 and 20 DF, p-value: 1.510e-07 

Deviance: 34.7428 on 3 DF, p-value: 1.381e-07 

The F and R statistics compare the residuals of the model with the residuals of a fix price model, E(p) = α. As residuals 
is in model (0,2) used νi. As there in this model is no residual for the first two observations, the first two observations 
are left out in the estimation of the fixed price model. Note however; as there in the estimation of model (0,2), as object 
not is used minimum of the sums of squares, but maximum of likelihood, the general logic of variance analysis do not 

apply. However, the deviance statistics – minus 2 times the difference in loglikelihood – is asymptotic #
2

DF  distrib-

uted. 

5.3. Conclusion 

If the autocorrelation term is ignored the price can be predicted by  

E(p t ) ˜  ! —" h t  

with the parameters given in table 19. However the landing is referring to the landings in Denmark, 

not from the North Sea. Landings of herring in Denmark is in average 0.0574 of total catch in the 

North Sea (std.err. 0.02), it is therefore reasonable to anticipate only this fraction of the North Sea 

harvest will appear on the Danish marked and influence the price. The formula therefore has to be 

corrected: 

E(p t ) ˜ ! —" h t

˜ ! —0.0574" H t

˜ ! —BH t

 

where H is the total harvest in the North Sea and the B = –0.0007513 when H is measured in 1.000 

ton.  
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6. Cost function Herring 

6.1. Theory 

Total cost for herring harvesting is expected to be of the form 

C(H ) ˜  ! H
"

 (1) 

Where α and β is parameters and H is total harvest of herring. The function is not expected to be a 

function of the biomass of the herring as the herring is shoaling. Other functional forms with a de-

pendency on stock in different forms have been tested with out success. If the production is divided 

into to sectors the total cost can be written as  

C ˜  ! ih
"
i —! j H™h i

"

 

If the cost function is assumed equal for the two sectors i.e. ! i  ˜  ! j  we have 

C ˜  ! i h
"
i — H™h i

"
 (2) 

Equitation (1) and (2) yields  

! i  ˜  
! H

"

h
"
i — H™h i

"
 

α and β can therefore be estimated from a single sector empirical cost: 

C i (h i ) ˜ ! ih
"
i

˜ !  
h
"
i H

"

h
"
i — H™h i

"

 (3) 

The accounting statistic for fishery in Denmark has as its basic unit a firm, normally consisting of 

one fishing vessel. The Danish fishing vessels catch a mixture of fish and operate in both the Baltic 

and the North See. The fishery in the North Sea is practiced by a lot of nations. The segment of the 

Danish fleet which operates partly in the North See and catch most of the herring is the segment 

called "Herring, mackerel and fish for reduction". This segment is in the statistics distinct form the 

vessels operating only with "Fish for reduction". Our approach is to use accounting data for the 
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Danish "Herring, mackerel and fish for reduction" fleet and to estimate the total cost in the North 

Sea with the equation (3). Therefore the model is 

E(C t ) ˜  !  
h
"
t H

"
t

h
"
t — H t™h t

"
 (4) 

Where E(Ct) and ht are the expected variable cost and harvest for the Danish "Herring, mackerel 

and fish for reduction" fleet in year t, and Ht is the total harvest of herring in the North Sea. The pa-

rameter α and β can then be used in equation (1) to extrapolate to total costs.  

6.2. Data 

The fishery account statistic from 1995-1998 (Statens Jordbrugs- og Fiskeriøkonomiske Institut, 

1997a,b, 1998, 1999) have data for variable cost, gross output distributed according to species and 

an estimate of the fisherman's remuneration. In addition there is output figures for species in ton.  

 

From 1999-2004 the account statistic (Statens Jordbrugs- og Fiskeriøkonomiske Institut, 2001; 

Fødevareøkonomisk Institut, 2005) have gross output grouped as "Herring and mackerel" and there 

is no figures for the physically output. To get the relevant figures for herring the fleets share of the 

total Danish fleets catch (data from: Fiskeridirektoratet, 2006a) is assumed fixed. The "Herring, 

mackerel and fish for reduction" fleets share of total Danish catch is estimated as the mean of the 

1996-1998 data (mean share is 0.6398). To get the value of the herring catch the landing in ton is 

multiplied by the average price of herrings for that year (data from: Fiskeridirektoratet, 2006a,b)  

 

As the "Herring, mackerel and fish for reduction" vessels is landing a variety of species, the vari-

able cost for herring is calculated so the herrings share of cost equal herrings share of gross output. 

All data is in 1,000DKK and ton of landed herring for the segment in total. The variable cost in 

nominal prices is converted into real price with CPI (Danmarks Statistik, 2006) with 2004 as base, 

and converted into NOK by exchange rate 100DKK=90.9300NOK (1/6 2004). For the total harvest 

of herring in North Sea ICES Advisory Committee on Fishery Management (2005, Table 2.6.2.3 

North Sea herring. STOCK SUMMARY) is used. The final data set is given in table 20.  
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Table 20. Landings in ton and variable cost in 1.000 NOK real price (2004) for the Danish 

herring fleet and the total harvest of herring in the North Sea in ton 

 Year Landings Variable cost Harvest 

1 1995 136290.00 199847.39 579371 

2 1996 116237.80 135282.25 275098 

3 1997 64237.80 83482.84 264313 

4 1998 90421.00 127189.04 391628 

5 1999 88028.99 110213.07 363163 

6 2000 98471.95 70357.21 388157 

7 2001 90543.59 99772.21 363343 

8 2002 72035.35 73310.47 370941 

9 2003 73458.37 79823.41 472587 

10 2004 87536.95 69139.47 567252 

 

6.3. Model 

Table 21. Statistics from a nonlinear least square estimate of the model (equation 4) 

 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> | t |) 

Alpha 0.02210115 0.06641652 0.3327658 0.7478635098 

Beta 1.32953275 0.24968713 5.3247949 0.0007069434 

Residual standard error: 23898 on 8 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.6964 Adjusted R-squared: 0.6584 

F-statistic: 18.3464 on 1 and 8 DF, p-value: 0.002676 

Loglikelihood -113.89 

The R and F statistics compare the residuals of the model with the residuals of the model E(C) = γ. Note however; as 
the later is not a sub model of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply.  

 

A nonlinear least square estimate of the model (4) gives the results in table 21. Note that the t-test in 

the summary is a test with H0: β = 0, where as the interesting hypothesis might be β = 1: this hy-

pothesis can not be rejected. The α and β is highly (negative) correlated, therefore only one is sig-

nificant. If β is exogenous the α is significant in an ordinary least square model with β = 1.33, see 

table 22.  
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Table 22. Statistics from an ordinary least square estimate with exogenous ββββ = 1.33 

 Estimate Std Error t value Pr(> | t | ) 

Alpha 0.02197723 0.001427096 15.39996 8.974311e-08 

Residual standard error: 22531 on 9 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.6964 Adjusted R-squared: 0.6964 

Loglikelihood -113.89 

The R statistic compare the residuals of the model with the residuals of fixed cost model, E(C)=γ. Note however; as the 
later is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply. As the model have the same 
number of parameters as the fixed cost model there is no F statistics defined. 

 

Notice that the t-test is for H0: α = 0, a more relevant test is to test if the cost is fixed, i.e. H0: E(Ct) 

= γ  or if relative cost is fixed, i.e. H0: E(Ct) = γ ht. The number of parameters in the test models and 

in equation (4) with β as exogenous is the same (i.e. 1) so we can compare sigma and log likelihood 

with the models above, see table 23.  

 

Table 23. The residual standard error and the log likelihood statistics from estimation of the 

following models Model A is non linear estimate of both αααα and ββββ (2 parameters) 
and model B is liner model with exogenous ββββ = 1.33 (1 parameter), both referring to 
the model (4). Models for fixed cost is E(Ct)=γγγγ and fixed relative cost is E(Ct)=γγγγht.  

 sigma loglik 

Model A 23898 -113.89 

Model B 22531 -113.89 

Fixed cost 40889 -119.85 

Fixed relative cost 24770 -114.84 

 

Even though the difference between the fixed relative cost model and the model (4) not is big (and 

not significant in a quotient test), the proposed model is accepted as final model.  

6.4. Conclusion 

The expected variable cost in the North Sea herring fishery in 1,000 NOK real prices (2004) can be 

estimated by:  

E(C) ˜  ! H 1.33
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where α = 0.021977 and H is total harvest of herring in ton. If harvest is measured in 1,000 ton and 

cost in million NOK the formula is the same just with α′ = 1,0000.33α = 0.21477.  

7. Growth Function Cod and Herring 

7.1. Data 

Data for cod and for herring in North sea is used to estimate species interdependency (ICES Advi-

sory Committee on Fishery Management, 2004, Table 3.4.9 Cod in Subarea IV and Divisions IIIa 

(Skagerrak) and VIId: Stock summary as estimated by ADAPT without discards; ICES Advisory 

Committee On Fishery Management, 2005, Table 2.6.2.3 North Sea herring. STOCK SUMMARY). 

Data is in 1.000 ton, growth at time t for species i, j  Ÿ {cod, herring} is calculated as 

g i,t  ˜  X i,t—1™X i,t—h i,t  

Where X is biomass and h is harvest. The dataset is given in table 24.  

 

Table 24. Biomass and growth for cod and herring in the North Sea 

 Year Cod biomass Cod growth Herring biomass Herring growth 

1 1960 NA NA 3719.372 1314.803 

2 1961 NA NA 4337.975 739.378 

3 1962 NA NA 4380.653 855.792 

4 1963 448.184 194.904 4608.645 888.691 

5 1964 526.631 280.101 4781.336 419.745 

6 1965 680.691 326.380 4329.881 147.157 

7 1966 826.035 289.811 3308.238 403.083 

8 1967 894.510 117.325 2815.821 400.110 

9 1968 758.858 134.691 2520.431 102.463 

10 1969 605.181 522.408 1905.094 563.507 

11 1970 926.829 432.571 1921.901 490.625 

12 1971 1133.276 -10.658 1849.426 220.143 

13 1972 794.520 190.559 1549.469 103.996 

14 1973 631.103 213.229 1155.965 239.922 

15 1974 605.281 288.824 911.887 43.349 

16 1975 679.826 109.775 680.136 -8.999 

17 1976 584.356 444.801 358.337 26.608 

18 1977 794.988 189.503 210.145 60.423 

19 1978 775.337 290.855 224.568 168.164 
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20 1979 769.170 476.345 381.732 273.481 

21 1980 975.542 138.436 630.113 598.986 

22 1981 820.334 321.544 1158.335 859.395 

23 1982 806.381 118.468 1842.851 1150.531 

24 1983 621.598 329.604 2718.303 532.676 

25 1984 691.915 19.863 2863.777 1025.805 

26 1985 483.492 391.936 3460.951 623.627 

27 1986 660.799 98.747 3470.798 1134.475 

28 1987 555.493 72.530 3933.785 433.882 

29 1988 411.811 178.747 3575.609 617.481 

30 1989 406.318 57.372 3305.404 453.452 

31 1990 323.754 104.047 2970.957 382.931 

32 1991 302.487 242.958 2708.659 380.208 

33 1992 442.967 85.072 2430.859 798.845 

34 1993 414.019 301.812 2512.905 171.843 

35 1994 594.082 105.932 2013.351 368.882 

36 1995 589.380 33.831 1813.999 360.150 

37 1996 487.115 212.138 1594.778 586.701 

38 1997 572.933 -92.514 1906.381 357.721 

39 1998 356.261 91.272 1999.789 679.636 

40 1999 301.519 58.701 2287.797 939.325 

41 2000 263.995 15.515 2863.959 759.383 

42 2001 208.139 82.923 3235.185 1168.563 

43 2002 241.430 -2.361 4040.405 186.258 

44 2003 184.204 NA 3855.722 144.795 

45 2004 NA NA 3527.930 NA 

7.2. Model 

There is assumed a logistic growth function and an interdependency term of the form γ Xi,tXj,t. The 

model is then  

E(g i,t ) ˜  ! i X i,t—" i X
2
i,t—' i X i,t X j ,t  

where i, j  Ÿ {cod, herring}. The two equations is fitted as a system with seemingly unrelated re-

gression (systemfit("SUR",) in Hamann and Henningsen, 2006) and gives the following es-

timates and statistics given in table 25.  
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Table 25. Statistics for the model estimated using seemingly unrelated regression 

Parameter Estimate Std.error t-value p-value 

αcod  0.7007 0.1702  4.116 0.0002067 

βcod -0.0004745 0.0001842 -2.577 0.01410 

γcod -2.902e-05 3.086e-05 -0.9402 0.3532 

αherring  0.4351 0.09118  4.772 2.848e-05 

βherring -6.476e-05 1.940e-05 -3.339 0.001929 

γherring -7.379e-05 9.39e-05 -0.7857 0.437 

Estimations statistics for cod: 

Residual standard error: 139.165768 on 37 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-Squared: 0.140244 Adjusted R-Squared: 0.09377 

Estimations statistics for herring: 

Residual standard error: 298.950609 on 37 degrees of freedom  

Multiple R-Squared: 0.212386 Adjusted R-Squared: 0.169812 

The correlations of the residuals 

 Cod       Herring  

Cod 1.0000000  1.-0.0466624 

Herring -0.0466624 1.0000000 

The R statistics compare the residuals of the models with the residuals of the model E(g) = γ. Note however; as the later 
is not a submodel of the former the general logic of variance analysis do not apply. 

 

The interdependency term γcod= –2.902e-05 and γherring= –7.379e-05 are both negative suggesting 

that the species to some degree are competitors for the same resource. They are insignificant as 

well. As the idea of the model is to have an interdependence term, the model is accepted despite the 

insignificance.  

7.3. Conclusion 

The growth of herring and cod can be predicted as: 

E(g cod ) ˜ ! cod X cod —" cod X
2
cod —' cod X cod X herrin g

E(g herrin g ) ˜ ! herrin g X herring —" herring X
2
herrin g—' herring X herrin g X cod

 

with the parameters given in the table 2.  
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If the prediction is written as  

E(g cod ) ˜ r cod X cod 1™
X cod

K cod
™) cod X herring

E(g herrin g ) ˜ r herring X herrin g 1™
X herrin g

K herring
™) herring X cod

 

the parameters are as given in table 26.  

 

Table 26. Parameters for the alternative formulation of the growth functions 

Parameter Estimate  

rcod  0.7007   year−1 

Kcod  1477   103ton 

κcod  4.142e-05   10−3ton−1 

rherring  0.4351   year−1 

Kherring  6719   103ton 

κherring  0.0001696   10−3ton−1 
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Appendix 4. The theoretical model 

The objective is to discover the time path of harvest that maximises the following functional: 

∫
∞

− Π
0

),( dtxhe tδ

 (1) 

subject to *
0 )(lim,)0(),,( xtxxxhxfx

t
===

∞→
& >0. 

where x represents the fish stock biomass, h the flow of harvest, Π net revenues and f(.,.) is a func-

tion representing biomass growth. Dots on tops of variables are used to denote time derivatives, and 

δ is the discount rate. x0 represents the initial biomass and x* some positive (equilibrium) biomass 

level to which the optimal program is supposed to converge.2  The functions Π and f can in princi-

ple be any functions although it is henceforth assumed that they are sufficiently regular for both the 

problem and the results to be meaningful.   

 

The current value Hamiltonian corresponding to problem may be written as:3 

),(),(),,( xhfxhxhHH λλ +Π== , 

where λ is the costate variable. Assuming an interior solution (i.e. positive biomass and harvest), 

the necessary or first-order conditions for solving the maximisation problem (Kamien and 

Schwartz, 1991) include: 

.

,0

x

h

H

H

−=

=

λδλ&
 

Upon differentiating the Hamiltonian function with respect to time, these conditions combined with 

the dynamic constraint in (1) yield4 

xH && ⋅⋅= λδ  (2) 

                                                 

2  Indeed, the last constraint in (1), which can be derived as a transversality condition, may be regarded as the requi-
rement of fishery sustainability.  

3 It is assumed that the multiplier corresponding to the objective function, Π(h,x), is unity. 

4 λλ
&&&& HxHhHH xh ++= . From the necessary conditions, 0=hH , λδλ &−=xH . Finally, by the construc-

tion of the Hamiltonian function, xH &=λ  
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The interior optimum condition, 0=hH , implies that the costate variable, λ, can be rewritten as a 

function of x and h: 

),( xh
f h

h Λ≡
Π

−=λ . 

As this is a known function (provided the functions Π and f are known), it can be used to eliminate 

the costate variable, λ, from the problem. More to the point, it is now possible to define the follow-

ing new function different from the Hamiltonian but always equal to it in value: 

).,(),(),(),( xhfxhxhxhP Λ+Π=  (3) 

For fisheries management, and, indeed, the purposes of this paper, it is extremely useful to be able 

to express the optimal harvest at each point of time as a function of the fish stock biomass at that 

time. Let us refer to this as the function h(x). In the optimal control literature, this is referred to as 

feedback control (Seierstad and Sydsæter 1987 p. 161, Kamien and Schwartz 1991 p. 262). So, we 

seek the feedback control, h(x), for problem (1). Inserting this unknown function into (3) and differ-

entiating with respect to time yields: 

.x
x

h

h

P

x

P
P && ⋅








∂
∂

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

=   

But by construction HP && ≡ . Hence, by (2) we obtain the first-order differential equation that can be 

used to determine the feedback control: 

).,( xh
x

h

h

P

x

P

dx

dP
Λ⋅=

∂
∂

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

≡ δ  (4) 

Solving (4) or, if that is more convenient, (3) for the harvest, h, yields the desired feedback control. 

This, however, is not a trivial task in general.  

 

In the special case where the rate of discount, δ =0, it is particularly easy to find the optimal feed-

back control. In this case 0=
dx

dP
 by (4). In other words, P is a constant. This corresponds to the 

well-known result that with zero discounting the maximised Hamiltonian is constant (Seierstad and 

Sydsæter, 1987, pp. 110-11). Obviously, if this constant can be determined, the feedback control is 
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given implicitly by (3) and our problem is solved.5 Now, the Hamiltonian can be interpreted as the 

rate of increase of total assets (Dorfman 1969). Profit maximisation requires us to make this as large 

as possible for as long as possible. The largest possible sustainable value of the Hamiltonian is 

given by the maximum of the sustainable net revenue defined as 

0
),()(

=
Π=

x
xhxS

&
 (5) 

which is a function of x only as f(h,x) = 0 can be used to eliminate h. Note that S is simply the net 

revenue that can be obtained by fixing the stock at any level. When δ = 0, there is no discounting of 

the future and obviously the constant we are seeking is [ ])(max0 xSPP == . This constant substi-

tuted for the left-hand side of (3) gives the optimal feedback control as an ordinary algebraic equa-

tion (not a differential equation). This equation can subsequently be used for comparative dynamics 

and sensitivity analysis. Note, however, that the feedback control itself, h(x), has normally to be 

found by numerical means, although in certain special cases it is possible to obtain explicit solu-

tions. 

 

In the more general case, where 0>δ , it is unavoidable to seek the solution on the basis of the dif-

ferential equation given in (4). This equation can either be solved numerically for the optimal feed-

back control or perturbation methods can be used in order to find closed form solutions if that is re-

quired, see, e.g., Sandal and Steinshamn (1997a). 

Stochastic model 

As mathematical modelling framework we choose stochastic optimal control theory with aggre-

gated stochastic differential equations (SDE) in continuous time and state. The SDEs represent the 

“bio-political” regeneration process of our perception of the marine resources under consideration. 

 

The aggregated biomass is described by SDEs of the form 

[ ] ttttt dBxtdthxtfdx ),(),( σ+−= . (1) 

                                                 

5 Of course, without discounting, the integral in (1) may not converge, but with the listed transversality condition in 
(1) this is not a problem. Although the integral may have an infinite value, there exists one control trajectory that 
maximizes the integral. This is the trajectory whose value in terms of the objective function ultimately catches up 
with the value from any other control trajectory (Seierstad and Sydsæter, 1987, pp. 231-3). 
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tx  is a representative measure of a stock (e.g. total biomass), ( )•f  is the natural regeneration func-

tion or the average incremental surplus growth of the stock with zero fishing effort. The volatil-

ity ( )•σ  of the process is almost surely dependent on the level of the resource and represents the ag-

gregation of the intrinsic biological stochasticity combined with structural uncertainty in the model 

due to our lack of knowledge as well as level of aggregation. The quantities dt and tdB  are incre-

mental time steps and the basic incremental Brownian motion with variation dt . 

 

The strength of this approach is that it produces an adaptive harvest policy directly dependent on the 

underlying functions describing the natural surplus growth as well as the volatility. Thereby we can 

make reasonable statements about structural stability and perform sensitivity analysis of the sug-

gested policies. 

 

The bio-political objective is to maximize some expected discounted utility stream generated from 

the harvesting of the marine resources. This stochastic optimisation problem may need non-

economic restrictions in order to ensure that fishing effort is not too high on small stocks that are 

not economically protected by their intrinsic costs profiles (such as bottom trawl fisheries). 

 

Typically for economically protected species we get an objective of the form 









Π∫
∞

∈ 0

),,(sup dthxtE tt
Pht

. (2) 

That is, we maximize the expected value of an infinite horizon utility stream with density )(•Π , by 

choosing a harvest rate th  from the space of admissible policies P. The solution is constructed 

through the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation for the optimal value function ),( ysV , de-

fined as the value of (2) for a process where yxs =  at a particular time st = . The nature of the 

problem may be of some irregularity. We may then apply the modern notion of solution known as 

“viscosity solution”. This is a particular form of weak solutions to HJB partial differential solution6 

given by 
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6 An advanced textbook introducing this modern solution concept is e.g. Bardi and Capuzzo-Dolcetta (1997). 
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Appropriate boundary conditions and restrictions must be imposed. 

 

The current value of the utility function, )(•Π , is usually represented by the net cash flow derived 

from the fishery. It is typically a non-linear function of the harvest policy. This ensures that the op-

timal policy is not analogous to a bang-bang policy. 
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